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Record Stylus Pressure’ 

A. M. Maxt 

RCA Victor Division, RCA, Indianapolis, Indiana 

The classical theory of elasticity predicts that fine-groove records are impossible. 

stresses in the records in excess of the ultimate strength of the record material. 
It predicts 

It is known that 

the classical theory of elasticity falls far short in describing the mechanical properties of plastics. 

These properties are discussed along with a qualitative evaluation of their effect on the stresses 

produced by the stylus. 

PREMISES TO BE EXAMINED 

GREAT DEAL of mystery has surrounded the question, 

How much pressure does the playing stylus exert on the 

record groove? Figures varying from 25,000 to 100,000 psi 

have been quoted. These sound like reasonable figures until 

one examines a major consequence: The ultimate strength 

of record plastics, e.g., vinyl and polystyrene record com- 

positions, is approximately 16,000 psi. How can a material 

which fails at 16,000 psi support 25,000 psi or higher? 

Obviously, one has to examine the premises on which the 

figures are based. It is the purpose of this paper to examine 

these premises and present a critique of them. 

From a superficial viewpoint, we can calculate the pressure 

if we know the stylus force or weight and the area of contact. 

However, what is the area of contact? We have a spherical 

stylus of 1 mil (0.001 in.) radius in contact with a V- 

* Presented at the Sixth Annual Convention of the Audio Engi- 

neering Society, New York, October 14-16, 1954. 

t Manager, Chemical and Physical Laboratory. 

66 

shaped (90°-angle) groove. The force is easy enough to cal- 

culate, but the area is not. Geometrically, a sphere touches 

a plane at a point which has zero area. But force ~ zero 

area == oo pressure. Obviously, the geometer’s definitions 

are not practical. 

The next step is to assume that the record material is 

elastic. This makes sense. We are not dealing with a per- 

fectly rigid material. It can be flexed and bent. Even the 

so-called rigid 78-rpm records are elastic. Hertz'* in 1881, 

published the solution to the problem of contact of a sphere 
with a plane for elastic bodies. 

The essential character of the classical elasticity concept 

is inherent in Hooke’s law: the stress is proportional to the 

strain. When a force is applied to an elastic body, the body 

assumes a new configuration in which the stresses at the 

boundary or surface balance the applied force. These sur- 

1H. Hertz, Gesammelte Werke, pp. 155-196, Leipzig, 1895. 

2S. Timoshenko, Theory of Elasticity, pp. 339-350, McGraw Hill 
Book Company, New York, 1934. 
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RECORD STYLUS PRESSURE 67 

face stresses, in turn, are taken up by the interior of the 

body. Associated with these stresses is the accompanying 

deformation or strain. Hooke’s law provides a basis for 

mathematically connecting the applied force and the result- 

ant deformation. Because the expression in Hooke’s law is 

linear in nature, the law predicts that when the force is re- 

leased, the elastic body will return to its original form. 

When a spherically-pointed stylus is applied to a plane, 

the plane surface is deformed by the load. This increases the 

area of contact from zero area to a finite area. The pressure 

on the surface is not uniform because the deformation is not 

uniform: the center is deformed more than the edges of the 

area of contact. Now let us apply this picture to the case 

of the playback stylus in a record groove (Fig. 1). 

Fig. 1. Stylus-groove relations. 

The total wall deformation of an unmodulated groove* 

is given by 

1 WwW % oe ee 9 E*Rsin*B 

where W = stylus force (Ib). 

R = stylus radius (in.). 

B = \% the groove angle. 
E = Young’s modulus of elasticity (psi). 

Poisson’s ratio here is assumed to be 4%. 

The radius of the contact surface is 

1 RW % 
= { ——— (2) 

3 Esing 

The corresponding pressure distribution over the contact 
surface is 

3In these calculations, the stylus is assumed to be rigid. Since 

Young’s modulus for stylus materials is considerably higher than that 

for plastics, the assumption does not introduce serious error. 

(3) 

where po = maximum pressure = 

and r = radial distance. 

(4) 
4ra*sing 

Notice that eq. 3 says that when r = a, the vertical pres- 

sure is zero. 

Let us take an example, a 5-gram stylus weight with a 

1-mil bottom radius and a 90° groove angle. For this case, 

we obtain a value of 0.224 mil for a, the radius of contact, 

and a value of 74,000 psi for fo, the maximum pressure. 

FORCES CAUSING FAILURE 

This is the point at which analyses of stylus pressures 

usually stop. However, it is not the pressure distribution on 

the surface boundary per se which directly causes failure. 

It is the shear stresses produced in the material by this pres- 

sure distribution which result in breakdown. Therefore, in 

order to determine how reasonable this picture is, let us look 

into what this pressure means in terms of stresses developed 

in the record. 

The stresses, o, in the material due to the pressure dis- 

tribution are obtained by integration of the stresses due to 

concentrated loads over the contact surface. Thus, 

—Po 
EV 

zg \2 

+ (4) a (5) 

p 1 8 Zz a Ree. eee eee! OR 
. 2 zs\? 3 a Z 

1+\|— 

¢ - 

z = axial coordinate. 
r,@ = radial and angular coordinates. 

The maximum shear stress at each point is given by 

1 
Emax = > (o,- oz) 

3 8 4 a 
am es fee (6) 

4 a F4 s\? 3 

1+ (=) a 

Using this formula, we can differentiate and set the dif- 

ferential equal to zero. From this we find the point of max- 

imum shear stress at z = .49a. The shear stress at this point 

is 22,000 psi for a 5-gram, 1-mil stylus. At the surface, the 

maximum shear stress is only 6100 psi. Figure 2 is a plot of 

maximum shear stress as a function of 2. 
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We have now reduced the 74,000-psi figure to 22,000 psi. 

However, even this 22,000-psi maximum shear stress pre- 

dicted by the elastic theory is incompatible with the 16,000 

psi ultimate strength of vinyl and polystyrene record ma- 

terials. One fact stands out. When we play a fine-groove 

record with a 1-mil, 5-gram stylus, normally no detectable 

breakdown occurs in one playing. For the case under con- 

sideration, the elastic theory states that, if the material 

cannot stand plastic deformation, chips about 0.1-mil thick 

will be knocked off the groove walls. We know this does not 

occur even with 10- and 12-gram styli weights. The elastic 

theory has led us into predicting stresses exceeding the 

strength of the material and also into predicting groove 

breakdown which does not occur. We must therefore look 

further. 

THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF PLASTICS 

Let us examine the physical properties of these plastics 

from which records are made. When a thermoplastic ma- 

terial is stressed for a time, ¢;, and then the stress is released, 

the strain-time or creep curve appears similar to that of Fig. 

3. The first part is the instantaneous give due to elasticity; 

vit 
N 

ke 
10,000 

SHEAR STRESS IN P.S.I 

0 1.0 

Z/a 

Fig. 2. Maximum shear stress as a function of distance from the 

surface. 

then we have a combination of true viscous flow and delayed 

elastic flow. When the load is removed, instantaneous elastic 

recovery and a slow, delayed elastic recovery take place. 

The viscous flow is not recovered.* 

A FOUR-PARAMETER MODEL 

A mechanical analogy (Fig. 4) can be constructed which 

4R. S. Marvin, “Measurement of Dynamic Properties of Rubber,” 

Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, 44, 696 (April 1952). 

idealizes the properties involved. Thus, the spring with 

modulus of elasticity, G,, represents the purely elastic effect 

in Fig. 3. The application of a force results in immediate 

stretching of the spring. When the force is released, the 

‘Total strain 
— — — Instantaneous elasticity 
—-—-— Delayed elasticity 

Viscous flow 

Fic. 3. Creep function (stress applied at t, released at t,). 

spring returns to its original length. The dashpot element 

stands for the purely viscous element represented by a vis- 

cosity, 4;. Any application of force will result in a flow. 

The flow stops when the force is released. There is no recov- 

ery. The spring and dashpot in parallel together represent 

the delayed elastic element. When a force is applied to this 

element alone, the elongation of the spring tends to be coun- 

teracted by the drag. As the spring elongates, the net force 

decreases and thus the dashpot is slowed down. Analytically, 

it can be shown that this combination results in an exponen- 

tial function. When the load is released, the original spring 

length will be assumed in an exponential decay. This com- 

bined spring-dashpot element can be characterized by a 

spring of modulus of elasticity, G2, and a dashpot of vis- 

cosity, yp. 

Dynamic properties of viscoelastic materials follow from 

the above combination of properties. Phase differences be- 

tween stress and strain are produced by the flow elements. 

The application of ac-circuit mathematics for sinusoidal 

stresses has been used successfully for dynamic measure- 

ments of physical properties.’ 

Actually,.the four-parameter model given in Fig. 4 is an 

oversimplification. Under constant loading, good experi- 

mental agreement with the four-parameter model is obtained. 

However, in dynamic testing, the four-parameter model pre- 

dicts a much sharper transition with respect to frequency 

than is actually obtained and is, therefore, inadequate. We 

have also ignored the dependence of these viscoelastic prop- 
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RECORD STYLUS PRESSURE 69 

erties on temperature. However, for the purpose of under- 

standing some of the complexities of the physical properties 

of thermoplastics, the four-parameter model may suffice. 

How do these properties of plastics affect the stress pic- 

ture? First, we would expect larger deformation and con- 

sequently, a larger contact surface and lower normal pressure 

than predicted by elasticity alone. These factors may be 

small because the time of contact is so short—of the order 

of 20 to 50 microseconds. The fraction of the plastic flow 

recovered depends upon the relationship existing among the 

following parameters: the viscous flow, the delayed elasticity, 

and the time of contact. 

Another factor which enters into the picture is the effect 

of these viscoelastic properties on the stress distribution. As 

the stylus travels in the groove, a stress wave is set up in 

the record. In the case of an elastic material, we see that 

this stress wave increases to a maximum at a depth equal to 

approximately one-half the radius of contact below the sur- 

face. In the case of a viscoelastic material, the stress wave 

will be damped and will never reach the maximum stress level 

predicted by elasticity theory. 

Fig. 4. Four-parameter mechanical model. 

SOME EXPERIMENTAL FINDINGS ON RELATIVE WEAR 

There are a few experimental facts which can be explained 

qualitatively on the basis of these viscoelastic properties. 

If we repeatedly play a small portion of a polystyrene record 

at short intervals, of about 5 to 10 seconds, we find rapid 

record wear. A similar effect can sometimes be found on 

vinyl records but to a lesser degree. In 10 to 20 plays, the 

grooves become noisy as a result of breakdown. If the in- 

tervals between successive playings are made 20 minutes 

long; these same records will show no particular damage from 

wear after more than 100 plays. Apparently, the repeated 

playing at short intervals does not give the plastic a chance 

to recover. As a result, the stress builds higher with each 

additional playing. This phenomenon conforms to the con- 

cept of the delayed elastic effect. 

There are small differences in the wear characteristics of 

vinyl and polystyrene records. Polystyrene records break 

down where vinyl records do not. For example, when the 

groove is only 2 mils wide, and the disc is played with a 1-mil, 

10-gram stylus, groove breakdown occurs in polystyrene 

records but not in vinyl records. The ultimate strength of 

the two materials is the same—approximately 16,000 psi. 

The modulus of elasticity is approximately the same. The 

only differences which can be found are in the viscoelastic 

properties. These differences can be demonstrated easily by 

rapping the edge of a record on a table. The polystyrene 

record gives off a metallic ring and the vinylite record a dull 

thud. The differences are small, but apparently significant 

enough to make a difference in performance. It would, there- 

fore, appear that the viscoelastic properties cannot be ignored 

in considering record wear. 

In this discussion, we have ignored the higher stresses 

occurring in tracking a modulated groove; the calculations 

were based upon silent grooves. Since the viscoelastic prop- 

erties of the record are time-dependent (and temperature- 

dependent as well), the dynamic problem becomes very com- 

plex. However, we can expect the viscoelastic properties to 

be a factor in playback loss, just as in wear, since this loss is 

a function of the deformation of the groove wall by the 

stylus. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The classical theory of elasticity predicts that fine-groove 

records are impossible. It predicts stresses in the records in 

excess of the ultimate strength of the record material. 

Stylus pressures calculated on the basis of elasticity, there- 

fore, have little significance. The actual stylus pressures 

must be less than those calculated from the Hertz formulas, 

since it is known that fine-groove records do give satis- 

factory playback results. 

When the known viscoelastic properties of plastics are 

considered, it can be seen that the playback of records is 

not a simple phenomenon. A satisfactory record material 

must have relatively small viscous flow properties in order 

that its frequency response be not changed by repeated play- 

ings. A delayed elastic characteristic is desirable to some 

degree; this characteristic of plastics reduces the stresses— 

ie., the stresses produced in the record by the stylus—by 

damping the stress wave and by providing somewhat larger 

contact area. Since deformations associated with this de- 

layed elastic effect are recoverable, they do not affect normal 

repeated playing. 

It is to be hoped that, as more knowledge is accumulated 

about the dynamic properties of specific plastics in the fre- 

quency range encountered in the playback of records, a more 

realistic picture can be obtained of stylus pressure effects 

and of other phenomena associated with deformation of the 

groove wall by the stylus. 
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Present-Day Developments in Magnetic Pickups* 

Wa ter O. Stantont 

Pickering & Co., Oceanside, New York 

The electrical signal generated by the pickup is compared with the mechanical motion of the 

cutting stylus. The inherent relationship between the two is discussed. It is shown that the mag- 

netic pickup does not, of itself, require equalization, but rather, that compensation is needed in the 

playback circuit to secure a response characteristic which is the conjugate of the equalization in- 

serted in the recording channel ahead of the magnetic cutter. In the second part of this paper, the 

author attempts to correlate lateral mechanical impedance with the overall tracking capabilities and 

performance of the modern high-quality pickup. 

E MAGNETIC PICKUP was combined with the audio 

amplifier and loudspeaker of radio to bring the first 

electrical phonographs onto the stage in the late 1920's. It 

was natural that the designers of the first electrical pickups 

should use the relative motion of a coil and a magnetic field 

in order to convert stylus: vibration into an electrical signal. 

The electromagnetic principle was then, and still is, the basic 

method of converting mechanical energy into electrical 

energy. 

Today’s magnetic pickups use the same principle. They 

are also, like their ancestors of thirty years ago, part of a 

new forward movement in the art of the reproduction of 

sound. Everyone will agree that the growth of high fidelity, 

with its radical uplifting of quality standards, owes a con- 

siderable fraction of its momentum to the greatly refined 

performance of postwar magnetic pickups. 

In the interest of a better understanding of what that 

refinement is, I believe that both old hands and newcomers 

to audio will permit a brief review of some of the main 

design requirements that apply to all types of pickups used 

on disc records. This review will be qualitative only and it 

will hold no announcements of radical new discoveries in 

pickup techniques; its purpose is to summarize design prin- 

ciples that enable today’s refined magnetic pickups to per- 

form the way they do. I will cover the following: tracking— 

as the basic mechanical problem; and the elements of stylus 

impedance in a high-quality pickup—as the principal deter- 

minants of tracking capability. I will close with brief de- 

scriptions of two commercially available pickups that em- 

body the design principles set forth. 

* Presented at the Sixth Annual Convention of the Audio Engi- 

neering Society, October 14~—16, 1954. 
t President. 
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EQUALIZATION AND MAGNETIC PICKUPS 

To get a side issue out of the way at the start, I want to 

digress briefly on the subject of equalization. Occasionally, 

a comment is heard on the relative merits of different pick- 

ups, in terms of the amount of amplifier equalization that 

each requires. This has been a source of confusion that can 

easily be clarified. First, to take the case of magnetic pick- 

ups, we should recognize that they do not, of themselves, 

require equalization when playing modern records. As 

velocity-proportional devices, magnetic pickups recover ex- 

actly what the cutter puts on the record because the cutters 

used in making all modern records are themselves velocity- 

proportional devices. Thus, equalization is needed by mag- 

netic pickups only to compensate for any slope in the record- 

ing characteristic introduced by the record manufacturer. 

Displacement, or amplitude-sensitive pickups must be equal- 

ized differently to compensate for their own basic form of 

response. 

The important fact is that you are looking in the wrong 

direction when you make equalization—or the lack of it— 

the criterion of pickup quality. The record user who buys 

any high-quality amplifier today is going to get a full set of 

equalizer circuits as an integral part of the unit. Thus, no 

type of pickup can be considered at a disadvantage because 

of a requirement for special, extra amplifier equipment. 

Moreover, the equalizer sections of the higher-quality ampli- 

fiers add infinitesimal distortion and noise to the signal. 

Therefore, we can accept the fact that whatever equaliza- 

tion is needed for any pickup, it will be available: in fact, 

it will be inescapable. 

ELECTROMECHANICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

We can direct our attention to the pickup itself. The 

question we really need to ask is: does the pickup produce 
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PRESENT-DAY DEVELOPMENTS IN MAGNETIC PICKUPS 71 

at the cartridge terminals an electrical signal that closely 

corresponds to the modulation in the groove? Getting a 

clean electrical signal from a pickup is a highly complex 

electromechanical design problem. Systems of small me- 

chanical parts just don’t like to vibrate evenly over the whole 

range of 20 to 20,000 cps, and that is the range we are de- 

manding today. Success in designing a system to perform 

over this spectrum naturally requires knowledge of applicable 

theory; but it also demands a pragmatic approach based on 

experience with the problem. 

TRACKING 

I put down tracking as the first topic of my survey, be- 

cause nearly all of the mechanical design features of any 

pickup must be directed toward this one objective—perfect 

tracking. What do we mean by perfect tracking? Simply 

that the tip of the stylus stays in contact with both sidewalls 

of the groove, under all conditions of modulation. If this 

contact is maintained, the stylus tip will move exactly as the 

groove moves, which is obviously the first basic requirement 

of high-quality pickup performance. Simple as this concept 

of perfect tracking is, the achievement of it in any given 

design is necessarily a complex engineering problem. 

FORCES ACTING ON THE STYLUS 

Now let us analyze the forces that tend to make the stylus 

tip lose contact with the groove. Basically, when the groove 

pushes the stylus to one side, the stylus, of course, pushes 

back against the groove. Since the sidewall of the groove 

is an inclined plane, this sidewise force will have an upward 

component. That is, when the groove swings sharply to one 

side, the tip will have a tendency to ride up the inner groove 

wall. This is groove skating—a source of serious distortion 

and accelerated record wear. 

Thus, for positive tracking, the downward force on the 

stylus must at all times exceed the upward component of 

the sidewise force; at all times, we must have enough stylus 

pressure to prevent groove skating. 

LIMITS TO DOWNWARD FORCE 

However, the yield of the record material puts a limit on 

the downward force. The vinylite in which modern 

records are pressed is easily deformed by the stylus tip, 

which may push the groove wall aside momentarily as it 

passes through. This, of course, means a high distortion 

levei and, in the extreme case, permanent breakdown of the 

record material. Therefore, we must keep the downward 

force requirement to a minimum by reducing the sidewise 

force developed. Intuition, as well as strict analysis, thus 

makes it clear that the easier it is to move a stylus in the 

sidewise direction, the less force it will take to keep the 

stylus in full contact with the groove. 

What are the factors that affect the response of the stylus 

to sidewise force? This response is mathematically a com- 

plex quantity which involves most of the mechanical feat- 

ures of the stylus system and is determined by the mechani- 

cal impedance of that system. The mechanical impedance, 

of course, determines how much force is needed to vibrate 

the stylus at a given velocity, just as electrical impedance 

determines how much voltage is needed to drive a given 

current through an ac circuit. 

COMPONENTS OF MECHANICAL IMPEDANCE 

Essentially, the mechanical impedance of the pickup is 

composed of the restoring force—or springback—that re- 

turns the stylus to center, the mass of the vibrating parts, 

and the damping used to suppress resonances. At low fre- 

quencies, the restoring force—or its reciprocal, the lateral 

compliance—is most important. At high frequencies, the 

vibrating mass and the damping become most important. 

LATERAL COMPLIANCE 

If we admit the foregoing, we can see why reducing the 

restoring force (or what amounts to the same thing, increas- 

ing the lateral compliance) is a very desirable design ap- 

proach. A lot has been said recently about the wonderful 

qualities that high lateral compliance confers on a pickup. 

Everyone will agree that, other things being equal, an in- 

crease in lateral compliance means a decrease in mechanical 

impedance, and consequently increased ease of driving the 

stylus. But a moment’s thought will show that there is a 

limit to the amount of compliance we can put in a pickup. 

Some stiffness is necessary, first, to keep the stylus vibrating 

almost equally on both sides of its center position under all 

conditions of modulation; secondly, to enable the stylus to 

carry the arm across the record against the friction in the 
arm bearings. If the stylus is too “floppy,” it tends to 

operate to one side or the other of its center position and 

distortion may result. 

The lateral compliance must be carefully chosen in a 

cartridge that is to be usable in a variety of arms, particu- 

larly if it is to be used in record changers. However, it must 

be admitted that, even today, the cartridge with too high a 

degree of compliance is not the usual problem of the pickup 

user; he must still be prepared for too little compliance in 

many designs, in spite of numerous acknowledgments of the 

importance of this factor. 

“GENERATOR COMPLIANCE” 

A final point on compliance: serious distortion can result if 

the compliance results from flexibility in the parts between 

the stylus tip and the generating system. If the needle or 

shaft, or whatever it is that connects the tip to the generator, 

simply bends, then the motion of the tip in following the 
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groove will not be accurately transformed into an electrical 

signal. Such a bending system is, moreover, a breeding ground 

for resonances and peaks. We see that the ideal is for the 

parts generating the electrical signal to be themselves easily 

movable, so they can be rigidly connected to the stylus tip. 

We might call this “generator compliance,” to distinguish 

it from the compliance of the vibrating system as a whole, of 

which the generator compliance is, of course, a part. The 

designer of a magnetic pickup starts with an advantage here 

because the basic motion between coil and field does not in- 

volve the stressing of an elastic member. That is, by its very 

nature, the generating system has very high compliance. The 

designer is thus free to connect the generating system rigidly 

to the stylus tip, and to add enough restoring force to make 

his pickup perform properly in the application for which it 

is intended. 

THE MASS FACTOR 

Now let us turn from the compliance factor in mechanical 

impedance to the mass factor. As is well known, the force 

needed to vibrate a given mass to a given amplitude goes up 

as the square of the frequency, or rate of vibration. The 

mass of the vibrating parts must be made small enough so 

that the mass does not cause bad tracking at any point in 

the response range, right up to the top of the range. Here 

again, the designer of a magnetic pickup has an initial ad- 

vantage. One element of his generating system, the magnetic 

field, is massless. Of course, something solid has to move in 

order to make the field move with respect to the coil, or vice 

versa. But the field does not of itself. impose a basic lower 

limit on the mass of the moving parts; this gives the de- 

signer wide latitude in choosing both the size and configura- 

tion of his system. 

RESONANCES AND PEAKS 

The control of resonances and peaks in the response of 

any audio transducers is, of course, an extremely important 

part of high quality design. Serious peaks have the scme 

general effects on sound quality in all units of a reproducing 

system. Peaks mean poor transient response, bad frequency 

balance, an unpleasant “peaky” coloration to the music. 

In addition, a peak in the mechanical response of a pickup 

produces bad tracking and high record wear. 

There are two resonances of prime importance in the 

mechanical action of a pickup. The first resonance is formed 

by the vibrating mass and the compliance against which it 

works. The second resonance is formed by the total arm 

mass and the lateral compliance of the stylus. 

The first resonance is called the “high-frequency peak” 

since it is found at the top of the frequency-response range. 

The control of this peak is one of the most vital aims of the 

designer of a high-quality pickup. He must carry out the 

complex task of balancing compliance, vibrating mass, and 

damping to take the sting out of this resonance. Damping 

is used for a final flattening of the response of the pickup at 

the frequency of the peak. 

DAMPING 

The role of damping, in the control of peaks and in pickup 

performance generally, is, in turn, a complex function of each 

design. One general rule can be laid down, however: the 

best performance does not come from dependence on very 

heavy damping to blanket out serious resonances that are 

well within the response range of the pickup. Such smother- 

type damping corresponds pretty well to the heavy oil 

favored on some used car lots as a “cure” for loose motor 

bearings. As already noted, damping is one of the elements 

in the mechanical impedance; it is analogous to the resistance 

term in electrical impedance. Thus, the more damping, the 

higher the impedance. 

The second of the two important resonances—that of the 

total arm mass and the stylus lateral compliance—occurs at 

the lower end of the spectrum. To understand this res- 

onance, think of the groove as trying to move the whole arm 

from side to side to follow groove modulation. The total 

mass of the arm and cartridge, and the stylus stiffness, act 

as a mechanical system driven by the signal in the groove. 

RESONANCE FREQUENCIES AND ARM MOTION 

Engineering analysis of this system shows that, above this 

resonant frequency, the arm does not move to follow the 

stylus vibration and we get normal pickup action. The 

stylus moves relative to the cartridge, and a signal voltage is 

generated. At the bass resonant frequency, as we might 

expect, we get violent arm motion with very poor tracking, 

high distortion, and high record wear. Below the resonant 

frequency, the arm and stylus move together so that very 

little signal is generated and we have an effective low-fre- 

quency cutoff, or high-pass filter action. The bass res- 

onance, in other words, determines the lower end of the 

pickup frequency-response range. 

ARM MASS AND PICKUP PERFORMANCE 

Thus the mass of the arm is a fundamental factor in 

pickup performance. For a given stylus compliance, the 

greater the arm mass the lower will be the bass fre- 

quencies to which the pickup will respond. But this does 

not mean that we can pile on arm mass to take the response 

way down into the sub-audio region. First, we want the arm 

to follow record eccentricities so that no electrical signal is 

generated because of the presence of such eccentricities. 

Secondly, we want to keep low-frequency noise signals of 

high amplitude, resulting from turntable rumble or vibra- 

tion, out of the system. 
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VERTICAL COMPLIANCE 

Completely aside from lateral tracking problem, it is recog- 

nized that the stylus of a pickup must move vertically in 

the cartridge as well as laterally, because it has to ride over 

small record irregularities that come too fast for response 

by the arm as a whole. Thus, there is a vertical compliance 

element which is quite separate and distinct from the lateral 

compliance. A reasonable value of vertical compliance will 

reduce record wear by isolating the mass of the arm from 

vertical vibration of the stylus. Without this isolation, the 

arm may be set into vertical oscillation and will hammer the 

record with high distortion and record wear. 

“VERTICAL PICKUP” 

“Vertical pickup,” i.e., the generation of voltage from the 

vertical motion of the stylus, is undesirable because the 

vertical motions represent noise only. The signal is all in 

the lateral swings. The amount of voltage developed from 

vertical pickup is a function of the configuration of the par- 

ticular design and may be high or low in a magnetic 

pickup or any other kind of pickup. 

I have confined this discussion to the mechanical features 

of magnetic-pickup design. The problem reduces itself largely 

to low stylus impedance, because this is necessary to wide 

frequency response, good transient response, and low dis- 

tortion. I have tried to stress the fact that getting low 

stylus impedance is not just a matter of making a very loose 

or “floppy” stylus mechanism. 

TWO RECENTLY-DEVELOPED PICKUPS 

To close this very short survey, I want to describe two 

recently-developed pickups which exemplify the design prin- 

ciples I have outlined in this discussion. The first is really 

Fig. 1. Cartridge with stylus for microgroove records (upper 

left). Cartridge of almost identical outside dimensions with stylus 

for standard-groove records (upper center). An adapter clip de- 

signed to hold one eartridge at a time is shown at upper right. 

The lower unit is a turnover mounting which simultaneously holds 

two cartridges—one for large and one for small stylus. 

Fic. 2. Dual-stylus magnetie pickup for use in a high-fidelity 
coin-operated phonograph. The machine uses 45-rpm mierogroove 

records only and plays them in the vertical position. 

a set of pickups designed for the highest quality applications 

in home high-fidelity systems and professional installations. 

Figure 1 shows the whole set, which consists of two car- 

tridges of similar outside dimensions, one with stylus for 

microgroove and one for standard groove; a turnover mount- 

ing which holds, simultaneously, two of the cartridges for 

instant choice of large or small stylus; and an adapter clip 

which holds one cartridge at a time. The cartridge units 

can be slipped into, or out of, the turnover mounting or the 

adapter clip in a second or two, without tools or soldering. 

Coil connections are made by means of silver-plated contacts. 

The mechanical and electrical characteristics of these 

pickups can be summed up by saying that they will track 

all normal record levels at any frequency over the range of 

from 20 to 20,000 cps, and will produce an electrical signal 

with relatively low distortion over that spectrum. 

The second pickup is shown in Fig. 2, It is a dual-stylus 

magnetic pickup designed specifically for use in a new high- 

fidelity coin-operated phonograph. This machine uses 45- 

rpm microgroove records only, and plays them in the vertical 

position. The pickup is mounted at the top of a vertical 

arm and is held by spring tension against the record being 

played. The pickup has a stylus on each side so that either 

side of the record can be played, as chosen by the person 
operating the machine. 

Features of this pickup are the replaceable armature as- 

semblies, which include all of the mechanically vibrating 

parts in a small insert which can be put in or removed by 

hand. These removable systems have been designed in ac- 

cordance with the principles outlined in this discussion. 

Every effort has been made to minimize distortion and ex- 

tend the frequency range by holding the mechanical im- 

pedance to a very low value. 
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Frequency Characteristic of a Sound-Reinforcing System 
WitiiaM B. Snowt 

The purely electrical frequency characteristic of a high-fidelity sound-reinforcing system is 

smooth when the amplification is low. As the amplification approaches the “singing” point, the 

frequency characteristic becomes very ragged because of the randomly varying phase of the acoustic 

feedback from loudspeaker to microphone. This paper presents representative frequency charac- 

teristics taken under these conditions and discusses the application of this effect in the operation 

of systems. 

INTRODUCTION 

HE DATA PRESENTED in this paper represent no new 

revolutionary concept, but they do appear to present 

a well-known effect in an unusual manner from which some 

interesting inferences may be drawn. 

The electrical characteristic of a sound-reinforcing-system 

amplifier is very smooth and uniform in high-fidelity equip- 

ment. The accompanying acoustic characteristic of micro- 

phone and loudspeaker is less smooth, but still relatively 

good. However, in a sound-reinforcing system—when the 

amplification is near the “singing” point—the characteristic 

becomes very rough because of the acoustic feedback from 

microphone to loudspeaker. This feedback is the result of 

multiple reflections from all parts of the room; the phase at 

any frequency may be either positive or negative. Conse- 

quently, the sound output may either be heightened by 

regeneration or depressed by degeneration. 

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

The experimental setup used to demonstrate these effects 

is shown in Fig. 1. An amplifier system, consisting of a 

preamplifier and a power amplifier, connected the microphone 

to a loudspeaker. (The acoustic feedback path is indicated 

by a jagged line.) A heterodyne oscillator was used to fur- 

nish a voltage which was applied in series with the micro- 

phone through the stepdown pad shown. The output of the 

power amplifier was applied to a graphic level recorder which, 

in turn, drove the oscillator frequency-control dial through 

a flexible shaft. In this way, the frequency-response curves 

were recorded automatically. (For the actual demonstra- 

tion, the level-recorder stylus was equipped with an extension 

which operated over a scale in a projection lantern so that 

the audience could follow the operation of the equipment.) 

The recordings shown in the accompanying illustrations were 

* Presented at the Second Annual West Coast Convention of the 
Audio Engineering Society, Los Angeles, February 4-6, 1954. 

+ Consulting Engineer, 

California. 
1011 Georgina Avenue, Santa Monica, 
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Fic. 1. Block schematic of the setup used to collect the data. 

Osci//aror 

made in a small room, approximately 12 ft « 14 ft * 8 ft, 

having a reverberation time of the order of 0.5 second. The 

microphone and loudspeaker were about 7 ft apart. 

EFFECT OF GAIN 

Figure 2 shows four frequency characteristics measured 

in the room. The only change introduced between one 

characteristic and another was the resetting the preampli- 

fier gain control to the arbitrary settings indicated. The 

singing point was found to be a setting of 5 db; therefore, 

these curves represent characteristics measured at 5 db, 15 

db, 25 db, and 35 db below the singing point. It is inter- 

esting to observe that even at the lowest gain setting, slight 

irregularities were introduced. By the time the system 

reached a setting 5 db below the singing point, the charac- 

teristic exhibited peaks and valleys covering a range of 

10 db. 

Figure 3 illustrates conditions when the gain was only 

1 db below the singing point. Here the amplitude covered 

a range of 18 db. The singing point occurred at 660 cps, 

but it is obvious that several other frequencies gave outputs 

nearly great enough to cause oscillation. The Q of the peaks 
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FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTIC OF A SOUND-REINFORCING SYSTEM 

in these curves is extremely high. For example, the Q of the 

peak at 140 cps is over 100. 

EFFECT OF TONE CONTROL 

Figure 4 shows conditions when the tone control was set 

at maximum “bass boost.” Notice that the singing fre- 

quency has now become approximately 120 cps and the 

singing gain 15 db. This means that the amplification ob- 

tainable under these conditions in the region above 500 cps 
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Fic. 2. The feur frequency characteristics measured in the room 

where the experimental system was run. 

is 10 db less than that obtained with the flat amplifier. 

Since the higher frequencies carry substantially all of the 

intelligibility, this would represent a very serious loss in 

useful amplifying ability for the system. 
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Fic. 3. Gain 1 db below the singing point. Here “the amplitude 

covered a range of 18 db. The singing point occurred at 660 eps. 

Figure 5 was taken with full “treble boost.” In this case 

the singing point was 8 db, which represents a slight in- 

crease in the net amplification at the higher frequencies. It 

will be seen that the system had difficulty deciding whether 

to sing at 680 cps or 1430 cps. 

EFFECT OF ROOM POSITION 

All the measurements shown thus far were made with the 

same loudspeaker and microphone placement. In Fig. 6, 
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Fic. 4. Conditions when the tone control was set for maximum 

‘*bass boost.’’ The singing frequency was approximately 120 eps 

and the singing gain 15 db. 

the curve at the bottom of the figure was run with this orig- 

inal placement. Then the microphone was moved to another 

location and the upper curve was made, with the level re- 

corder controls adjusted so that the upper curve would not 

interfere with the lower curve. It can be seen that these two 

curves exhibit both similarities and differences. When the 

microphone was moved, the singing gain was increased by 

1 db and the sing frequency shifted to approximately 1500 

cps. The latter was a frequency whose amplitude had not 

been high with the original microphone and speaker place- 

ment. Note that a peak has now appeared at 180 cps. (In 

the original characteristic, there was a deep valley at this 

point.) On the other hand, peaks still appear at the 140-cps 

and at the 680-cps points where the original singing took 

place. These latter frequencies therefore represent peaks 

in the combined loudspeaker-microphone system, whereas 
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“We Hie. ohn 5 fg A # 

Fic. 6. Effect of room position. The lower curve was made with 

the microphone and speaker in their original positions. The upper 

eurve was made with the microphone in a new position. 

those at 1500 and 180 cps are more characteristic of the 

room positions of the loudspeaker and microphone. 

It would not be possible to obtain such ragged curves from 

purely electrical systems without great complication. The 

system demonstrated in these figures is analogous to an 

electrical system with feedback furnished by a great net- 

work of delay lines representing the various sound-reflection 

paths about the room. Nevertheless, the figures do give a 

graphic presentation of the unwanted type of effect which 

can occur in an electrical system when uncontrolled feed- 

back is present. 

TIME EFFECTS 

Since the Q of the resonant peaks is raised to such a high 

value by the regeneration, it is interesting to examine the 

time relationships. Figure 7 illustrates the buildup and 

decay of sound in the room, in response to hand claps near 

the microphone, for two gain settings. The lower curve 

illustrates conditions 12 db below the singing point. The 

decay is approximately 92 db per second. This corresponds 

to a reverberation time of 0.65 second, which is slightly 

longer than that characterizing this room. The upper curve 

represents conditions near the singing point. Here the 

buildup of sound is slower, and the decay time is radically 

increased. A slope of 22 db per second has been drawn as 

a sort of average slope, which would correspond to a rever- 

beration time of nearly 3 seconds. This long ringing of the 

circuit is familiar to all as a characteristic sound-reinforcing 

system operated too close to the singing point. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The figures which have been presented make it easy to 

see why the quality of sound reproduction becomes so poor 

close to the singing point. Conversely, it is interesting to 

realize that the curves can be fairly ragged without producing 

much noticeable distortion on voice, as can be inferred from 

a study of Fig. 1. It is obvious that the most uniform equip- 

ment will give the best results, since any inherent peak in a 

system is likely to be magnified by regeneration and result 

in a limitation on the usable gain. The curves illustrate that 

a sharp dip control to neutralize a particular peak will fre- 

quently prove of some advantage; but this can be considered 

only a partial expedient, since the curves show that there are 

many other peaks which are almost as high as the one at 

which singing first occurs. This type of equalizer would be 

useful primarily to correct a bad fault in a system. 

It is also possible to see why the use of tone control net- 

works can be of advantage in correcting poor characteristics 

of room reverberation or instrument characteristics, particu- 

larly at the low-frequency end. Also, Fig. 6 illustrates that 

a small alteration in the location of the microphone or loud- 

speaker may produce a disproportionate increase or decrease 

in allowable amplification because of some fortuitous good 

or bad acoustical condition in the room. 

Finally, the figures present a graphic demonstration of 

what can happen to an excellent frequency characteristic 

when undesired feedback occurs in the system. This may 

occur, for example, because of a mechanical feedback from 

loudspeaker to phonograph pickup; or because of crosstalk 

between wiring in a setup caused by inadequate shielding or 

incorrect grounding practices. The resulting conditions 

would not be as bad as shown in the illustrations because 

they would usually occur over a limited frequency range, 

since the number of degrees of freedom would be much lower 

than that characterizing a room. 

Nevertheless, the phenomena described above can turn an 

excellent curve into a poor one without actually causing 

oscillation, and this will not be revealed by tests on the 

individual parts of the system. It will only be true of the 

overall system when it is connected together in the normal 
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Fie. 7. Buildup and deeay of sound in the room, in response to 

hand claps near the microphone, for two gain settings. 
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A Microphone for Informal Use” 

7 L. M. Wicrnctont and R. M. Carretit 

: Radio Corporation of America, Camden, New Jersey 

Present-day television audio technique often requires that a small microphone be placed near the 

performer or even be worn by him. The mechanical and acoustical requirements of such a micro- 
a phone differ from those of a conventional dialogue microphone. 

3 Real voice measurements employing an integrating audiospectrometer are used to indicate the 

nature of the frequency response characteristic required by a chest microphone to provide a normal 

overall balance. Some marked variations in the speech spectra at different points on the chest are 
observed. 

The new RCA BK-6A microphone is designed especially for use as a chest microphone. It is 

intended for “informal,” “off-mike” use as contrasted with the “formal” manner of address cus- 

tomary with microphones of the type common in AM broadcasting and in recording practice. Real 

voice spectrograms of this microphone and of the RCA 77-D microphone are presented, showing the 

similarity in overall speech balance obtained. 

. THE OLDER DAYS of broadcasting, before television, 

addressing a microphone was a rather formal occasion. 

The microphone was generally placed on a level with the 

speaker’s mouth and he was encouraged to speak directly 

and distinctly into it. The microphone itself was designed 

to give essentially flat reproduction of the sound field to 

which it was exposed. On the basis of extensive listening, 

it became generally agreed that a slight tilt to the micro- 

phone frequency-response curve was desirable for speech 

reproduction. 

With the advent of television, the technique of micro- 

phone placement and use was changed drastically. The 

mobile, boom-mounted microphone, which had long been 

used in motion-picture sound recording, came into common 

use. However, this was not always adequate. Even though 

television audio does not yet have to meet the high quality 

standards of motion-picture sound recording, the higher 

ambient noise level common on television sets makes ade- 

quate sound pickup a continuing challenge. Also, it is not 

economically feasible in television to give adequate consider- 

ation to microphone placement in the planning of each shot. 

Frequently the audio part of the signal comes off in second 

place. 

In an effort to improve television audio, there has been 

an increasing demand in recent years for smaller micro- 

phones, wireless microphones, and ultradirectional micro- 

phones. If a microphone is boom-mounted, the more direc- 

tional the microphone’s response characteristic, the better 

* Presented at the Sixth Annual Convention of the Audio Engineer- 

ing Society, New York, October 14-16, 1954. 

+ RCA Electronic Products Division. 

will be the signal-to-noise ratio in a given environment. The 

smaller the microphone, the more closely it may be placed 

to the performer; this, too, improves the signal-to-noise 

ratio. 

The small microphone offers several advantages. It can 

be worn on the clothing or easily concealed in the hand or 

ona set. In this way, the microphone can be present in the 

picture as casually and informally as possible. Usually the 

performer is talking “off mike’’—at the camera, the audience, 

or at other performers. This type of address may be called 

the “informal” use of the microphone as contrasted with the 

more “formal” address which is usual in AM broadcasting 

and in the recording industry. 

Several phenomena must be dealt with in the case of a 

microphone intended for informal use that do not apply 

to microphones designed for formal applications. Pri- 

mary among these phenomena are the directional properties 

of the human voice. The voice spectrum on the chest, or 

on the lapel, differs considerably from the spectrum directly 

in front of the face at—say, a distance of 18 in. Nor is 

the voice spectrum uniform over the chest area. Other con- 

siderations include the directional properties of the micro- 

phone itself and the effect on frequency response of prox- 

imity of the microphone to reflecting surfaces—a table, for 

example. 

Some of the factors involved are within the control of the 

designer, while others must be taken into account by the 

user of the microphone. 
The lapel microphone has been around in one form or 

another for a good many years. Such a microphone has 

usually contained a crystal element. Although satisfactory 
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in public address applications, this type of microphone has 

not found favor in broadcast audio because of the high out- 

put impedance of the crystal element. Some fifteen or 

twenty years ago RCA marketed a chest microphone em- 

ploying a ribbon, a rather bulky unit. This microphone was 

discontinued in the late thirties, but many of them are still 

in use. 

Because of some recent development work, it is possible 

to make a very compact dynamic microphone suitable for 

personal use. In general, the voice spectrum on the chest 

is characterized by excessive “lows” and _ insufficient 

“highs,” as compared with the voice spectrum at 18 in. in 

front of the face. This is consistent with the reduced low- 

frequency response obtained when a dynamic element is 

placed in a very small case. By judicious design, it is pos- 

sible to make the response of the microphone complement 

the voice characteristics at the chest position, resulting in a 

pleasing over-all balance. 

The RCA BK-6A microphone is a small microphone de- 

signed especially for informal use. It is small enough to be 

concealed wholly within a man’s hand or worn inconspicu- 

ously on the performer’s clothing. 

In the development of the BK-6A, it was desired to shape 

the response curve in such a way that over-all aural bal- 

ance—when the microphone was placed on the chest— 

would match as closely as possible that of the RCA 77-D 

in the unidirectional position, at 18 in., with the distance- 

compensation switch set in the V-1 position. The 77-D 

microphone, with these settings, has found wide acceptance 

among radio and television broadcasters as a standard of 

voice reproduction. The frequency response of a typical 

77-D microphone, with these settings, is shown in Fig. 1. 

+0, 

AN 
\ DECIBELS 

2 3 4 56 7891000 2 3 4 5 678910000 2 

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND 

Fic. 1. Frequency response of RCA 77-D microphone in V-1 
unidirectional position. 

With additional compensation for the exaggerated low 

frequencies and attenuated high frequencies found near a 

speaker’s chest, the desired frequency response of the BK-6A 

microphone can be made to follow this trend. The final 

judgment as to what constitutes the correct response must 

be made by subjective A-B comparisons, but much assis- 

tance can be secured from real voice measurements using an 

integrating audiospectrometer. 

The integrating audiospectrometer (Fig. 2) makes it pos- 

F : 4 

ames 

Fic. 2. Integrating audiospectrometer rack used for real voice 

measurements. 

sible to measure the actual speech energy in any given band 

reproduced by a given microphone. A block diagram of the 

spectrometer is shown in Fig. 3. The spectrometer com- 

prises a tape recorder, a variable band-pass filter, a full- 

wave rectifier, a timer, and an electromechanical integrator. 

To compare the real voice response of a pair of micro- 

phones, someone is asked to speak a phonetically balanced 

test sentence into each. (A suitable sentence is, “Joe took 

father’s shoe bench, she was waiting at my lawn.””) The out- 

puts of the microphones are suitably amplified and fed to 

the recorder. The portion of the tape containing each sen- 

tence is cut out and formed into a continuous loop. The 

loop is played continuously through the recorder. As the 

latter endlessly repeats the sentence, the output is analyzed 

by means of the filter and integrator. 

The filter used here is an electronic variable type having 

a cutoff slope of 24 db/octave; the cutoff frequencies are 

continuously variable. The audio spectrum may be broken 

into as many bands as desired by this filter. The energy in 

any given band is totaled by the integrator over a thirty- 

second interval. An interval of this length is employed to 

permit several passages of the test sentence through the re- 

corder. In this manner a spectroanalysis of the speech 
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A MICROPHONE FOR INFORMAL USE 

. 

TAPE 
t)——JRECORDER 

IRCA- RT-3B 

BAND PASS 

FILTER 

KRON- HITE 

POWER 
AMPLIFIER 

RC A-MI-9355 

FULL WAVE 

RECTIFIER INTEGRATOR 

Fic. 3. Block diagram of integrating audiospectrometer. 

sample can be made in as much detail as may be desired. 

If the speech sample used contains a proper balance of the 

various speech sounds, it is possible to do a “real voice” cali- 

bration of a microphone by comparing the output spectrum 

of an unknown microphone with that of a standard micro- 

phone. This parallels the procedure used for ordinary fre- 

quency-response measurements except that a human voice, 

instead of an artificial voice, is used. 

The radiation properties of the mouth, throat, and chest 

can also be explored by comparing the spectra obtained with 

a standard microphone placed at various locations near and 

on the subject. 

The tape recorder is an invaluable addition to the audio- 

spectrometer, for it makes it unnecessary for the subject to 

speak the test sentence more than once for each condition 

of test; in prewar audiospectrometry it was necessary to 

keep repeating the same sentence endlessly. 

It is interesting to compare the spectra obtained at various 

positions about the chest with the spectra secured at 18 in. 

Figure 4 shows the average octave band spectra of several 

RELATIVE DECIBELS 

100 3 4 J 3 1000 2 364 «656 

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND 

Fig. 4. Average real voice spectra of several males with WE 640- 

AA microphone at 18 in. 

10000 

male subjects obtained at 18 in. with a Western Electric 

640AA microphone. It may be noted that the greatest 

energy occurs in the 400-800 cps band. This band is highly 

critical in determining the speech quality of microphones. 

Variations of a few decibels in this region will subtly alter the 

quality of a microphone, often making the difference between 

acceptable and unacceptable quality. 

Figure 5 shows a comparison between the spectra obtained 

with a 640AA microphone at 18 in. in front of the face and 

on the chest, 10 in. below the mouth. In this diagram, the 

levels of each octave band have been normalized to the level 

obtained at 18 in. Thus the diagram shows directly the 

different character of the speech spectrum on the chest, 

which must be compensated for by the microphone in order 

to obtain a correct speech balance. The spectra given here 

represent an averaging of five male subjects. 

Figure 6 compares the frequency response of a typical BK- 

6A for normal incidence and that of a typical 77-D in the 

V-1 and unidirectional settings, at 18 in. from the source. 

Figure 7 shows the octave band real voice spectrum of a 
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Fic. 5. Relative real voice spectra at 18 in. in front of face and 

on chest at 10 in. from lips. 

BK-6A referred to the spectrum of a 77-D at 18 in. with 

the unidirectional and VI settings. The BK-6A was 10 in. 

below the lips, which is the normal position when worn with 

its lanyard. 
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Fic. 6. Frequency response of BK-6A microphone for normal 

incidence and frequency response of 77-D in the V-1 and unidirec- 

tional settings. 
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An inspection of these three figures will show a fairly close 

agreement among Fig. 5, showing the compensation required, 

Fig. 6, showing the relative objective frequency response 

curves, and Fig. 7, showing the actual difference between the 

real voice spectra of the two microphones. 

It should be observed that the voice spectrum, as picked 

up by a microphone at different positions on the chest, may 

vary considerably. The variation tends to be more marked 

with some subjects than with others. With some, a varia- 
tion of position of only a few inches will radically alter the 

quality of the reproduced sound. Only limited data have 

been gathered with respect to this observation; any conclu- 

sions drawn should therefore be considered tentative. In 

general, it seems that the spectra present at the lapel and 

low on the chest—at about the end of the breastbone—do not 

differ radically from the spectrum manifest at 18 in. from 

the face. 

In the middle and upper center of the chest there seem to 

exist some regions where the 3000- to 6000-cps band is at- 

tenuated by as much as 10 db as compared with a position 

a few inches lower or to one side. This phenomenon is illus- 

trated by the spectra in Fig. 8. Here are averages of five 

RELATIVE DECIBELS 
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Fic. 7. Octave band real voice spectra of BK-6A and 77-D. 

(The BK-6A was normalized to flat response.) 

spectra at positions on the chest 10 in. and 13 in. below the 

lips. The band levels are normalized to the band level at 

18 in. The choice of 10 and 13 in. was an arbitrary one, in 

lieu of an anatomical specification of so many ribs down 

and so many fingers to the right. 

The BK-6A was designed with a frequency-response char- 

acteristic which gives the proper balance for an average 

subject in the position where it is placed by its lanyard 10 

in. below the lips. It has proved very satisfactory in 

television pickups with a large number of different subjects. 

Variations in the voice characteristics and chest dimensions 
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Fic. 8. Relative real voice spectra on chest at 10 in. and 13 in. 
below lips, referred to real voice spectra at 18 in. from face. 

RELATIVE DECIBELS 

of performers are not within the control of the manufacturer. 

It is conceivable that with some persons, the microphone 

may be worn in a position where the voice characteristics 

will combine unfavorably with the compensation built into 

the microphone. In such cases it should be possible to move 

the microphone a few inches to a more favorable position. 

The frequency-response curve of the BK-6A for normal 

incidence is tilted somewhat more sharply than that of the 

77-D to compensate for the voice characteristics discussed 

above. This tilt in the response would result in questionable 

speech quality if a performer were to speak directly into it, 

on the axis of the microphone. The sensitivity of BK-6A to 

high-frequency sounds is strongly re-enforced by diffraction 

effects, due to the finite size of the microphone. For fre- 

quencies where the diameter of the microphone approaches 

one wavelength, the diaphragm experiences a substantial 

increase in sound pressure over that in the unobstructed 

sound field. This pressure doubling, as it is sometimes called, 

varies with the angle of incidence of the sound. 

The frequency response of the BK-6A for normal and par- 

allel incidence is shown in Fig. 9. It is seen that the response 

for parallel incidence more closely approximates a proper 

balance when the microphone is positioned well away from 

the performer. In informal use, as in an interview, the 

directional characteristics of the speaker’s voice and that of 

the microphone will combine to result in a pleasing speech 

balance in those positions where the microphone is apt to be 

> DECIBELS 

60789100 2 3 4 5 67891000 2 

FREQUENCY IN 

3 4 5 67890000 2 

CYCLES PER SEGOND 

Fic. 9. Frequency response of BK-6A microphone for normal 

and parallel incidenee. 
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A MICROPHONE FOR INFORMAL USE 

held naturally during such an interview. The general rule 

in using the BK-6A is to talk across it, rather than into it. 

The sensitivity of the microphone at 1000 cps is 100 

microvolts/dyne/cm*, or -60 dbm. The RTMA efficiency 

rating is -152 db. The nominal output impedance is 250 

ohms, but it may be reconnected for 150 and 30 ohms. The 

BK-6A is shown in typical use in Figs. 10 and 11. The case 

is finished in “TV Gray.” The styling of the case is in- 

tended to be pleasing but inconspicuous so that the micro- 

phone will blend readily with any set. A clip and lanyard 

are supplied with the microphone. The lanyard is easily de- 

tached and the microphone may be held with the clip alone. 

The cable was especially designed for the present applica- 

tion. The conductors are of cadmium bronze, ordinarily 

Fic. 10. BK-6A microphone worn on chest. 

Fic. 11. BK-6A microphone held in hand. 

used only in military equipment where the greatest possible 

flex life is required. The conductors are insulated with pure 

latex. The shielding is a combination of conducting cotton 

and a light metallic braid. The conducting cotton is wrapped 

over the twisted pair, giving a complete electrostatic shield. 

The light metal braid minimizes the series resistance of the 

shielding without stiffening the cable. The outer jacket is a 

tough brown nylon braid. The aim was to combine tough- 

ness and flexibility in the cable in the hope of achieving the 

greatest freedom of movement possible in a wired micro- 

phone. 
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The Extended Cathode-Coupled Phase Inverter and Its 
Application to Single-Ended Push-Pull Amplifiers 

Hrrosu1 AMEMIYA* 

University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan 

In an ordinary cathode-coupled phase inverter, the control grid of the second tube is grounded 

for ac signal. If this grid is driven properly, the tendency of the phase inverter toward self-balance 

is improved so that it can be used very satisfactorily to drive a single-ended push-pull stage. 

In this paper, the modified cathode-coupled phase inverter is analyzed; practical examples of 

single-ended push-pull amplifiers in which it is used as a phase-inverter driver are described. 

INTRODUCTION 

i HAS been reported that the single-ended push-pull cir- 

cuit has many advantages over the conventional push-pull 

circuit.'_ The only factor which hampers its wide use is the 

difficulty of obtaining a satisfactory push-pull signal with 

which to drive the single-ended push-pull stage. A driver 

transformer, which would be the most convenient solution 

were its performance ideal, is apt to be costly and exhibit 

poor characteristics at very low and very high frequencies. 

Since a single-ended push-pull stage is not a balanced stage, 

balanced drivers cannot be employed. The split-load phase- 

inverter driver'*"—with equal load resistors in the plate and 

cathode circuits—fails, in some cases, to produce enough 

driving voltage. 

The driver described in this paper is a modified form of 

cathode-coupled phase inverter and may be called the 

“extended” cathode-coupled phase inverter. It tends to be 

self-balancing, as cathode-coupled phase inverters always do, 

and is extremely well suited for driving single-ended push- 

pull stages, although it can serve as a driver for conventional 

push-pull stages, as well. 

EXTENDED CATHODE-COUPLED PHASE INVERTER 

The fundamental circuit of the extended cathode-coupled 

phase inverter is shown in Fig. 1 and requires three tube 

units: These need not be triodes. The circuit of Fig. 1 is 

the signal-voltage circuit in which all dc components have 

been omitted. The circuit differs from that of a cathode- 

coupled phase inverter in that the grid of V» is not grounded 

but rather is connected to the plate of V; whose grid, in 

turn, is connected to the top of the common cathode resistor, 

* Electrical Engineering Department. 

1A. Peterson and D. B. Sinclair, “A Single-Ended Push-Pull Audio 

Amplifier,” Proc. 1.R.E., 40, 7-11 (January 1952). 

2 Chai Yeh, “Analysis of a Single-Ended Push-Pull Audio Amplifier,” 

Proc. 1.R-E., 41, 743-747 (June 1953). 

Rx. Because of the phase reversal which occurs between 

the grid and plate of V;, the voltage at the grid of V2 is in 

the correct phase for improving the balance of the output 

voltages, EZ, and Eo. 

If all the circuit elements including tube parameters are 

assumed to be linear, a simple analysis leads to 

miEg {|po(A + 1) + 1] Re + Reo + Riz} Rin 

A 
a. = 

ie pig |we(A + 1) + 1] ReRiv 

ul A 

where A= [ (4 a 1) Rr + Rp —- Ria} PA 

([w2(A + 1) + 1) Re + Rez + Riz}- 
(mi + 1) Re|po(A + 1) + 1] Re 

In these equations, »; and pe represent the amplification 

factors of V,; and Ve, respectively, and R,; and Ry» their 

respective plate-load resistors. A is the gain of V3. Thus 

Ey {{w2(A+1) + 1) Re + Ree + Ria} Ris 

E, [v2 (A 4-1) + 1) ReRiz 

Perfect balance is obtained when 

(1) 

Fie. 1. The equivalent signal-voltage circuit of the extended 

cathode-coupled phase inverter. 
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es [ue (A + 1) + 1] Re 
[w2(A + 1) + 1] Re + Re2 + Riz 

If the amplification factor, »2, of V2 and/or the gain of V; 

are high, the condition [w2(A + 1) + 1]R«e>>Rp2+ Rio 

can be realized, even when the value of Rx is very small. 

Under this condition the value of R;; which yields perfect 

balance is very close to that of Rz2; practically speaking, if 

the same value is used for both R;; and Ry», the balance is 

almost perfect. 

Ru Riz 

APPLICATION OF THE EXTENDED CATHODE-COUPLED 

PHASE INVERTER TO SINGLE-ENDED PUSH-PULL CIRCUIT 

The extended cathode-coupled phase inverter described 

above can serve as a driver for a single-ended push-pull stage 

in two different ways. The signal-voltage circuits for these 

two different approaches are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respec- 

Fig. 2. The equivalent signal-voltage circuit of a single-ended 

push-pull amplifier employing the extended cathode-coupied phase- 

inverter driver (type A). 

tively. The phase inverter functions in a somewhat different 

way, depending on whether it is V; or V2 which drives V4. 

The connections of Figs. 2 and 3 will hereafter be referred 

to as type A and type B, respectively. In both cases, to get 

a push-pull signal at the grids of V, and V;, one of the plate- 

load resistors is returned to the midpoint of the two series- 

connected output stages, V, and V;, instead of to ground. 

Therefore the output voltage, Eo, affects the operation 

of the driver. Since the output voltage of the single- 

ended push-pull stage is proportional to the driving voltage, 

Ey = —Ao(E; + Ez) may be applied to the circuit of Fig. 2 

and Ey = Ao(E; + Ez) to that of Fig. 3 (Apo is the gain of 

the output stage and is positive in both cases). The internal 

impedance of this voltage source, Eo, which is the net im- 

pedance of the plate resistances of V, and V; and the load 

impedance, Z, connected in parallel, is neglected in the fol- 

lowing analysis. This is justified because power tubes are 

usually used for V4 and V;. It is not difficult, however, to 

take this impedance into consideration if it is deemed neces- 

sary. 

It can be seen from Fig. 2 that 

miEg { [w2(A + 1) + 1] Rx + Rr2 + Riz} Rin 

aa 

p, — Bua [me (A + 1) + 1) ReRio 
Saad Ma 

where Ay = [(p1 + 1) Re + Rei + Ris (Ao + 1)] X 

{[p2(A + 1) + 1] Rx + Rpe2+ Ri2}- 

[ (ma + 1) Rx — AoRr2] [v2(A + 1) + 1) Re 

} 

Then 

Ey {[v2(A +1) +1) Re + Ree + Riz} Ris (2) 

E, [w2(A + 1) + 1] ReRre 

It should be noted that eqs. 1 and 2 are identical: in other 

words, the balance is not affected by the presence of Ey at 

all. However, the gain of the driver stage is reduced by the 

effect of Ey, as seen from A< Ay. 

A similar analysis on the circuit of Fig. 3 gives 

r= miEg {[m2(A+1)4+1] Re + Reo+ (Ao +1) Riz} Ris 
1= 

An 

_ mE { [w2(A + 1) + 1] Re — AoRi} Riz 

Ar 

where 

Ap = [(41+ 1) Re + Rei + Ris] X 

{[u2(A + 1) + 1] Rx + Re2 + (Ao + 1) Ria) - 
(wi + 1) Re {[p2(A + 1) + 1] Re — AoRi1} 

Then 

Fic. 3. The equivalent signal-voltage circuit of a single-ended 

push-pull amplifier driven by the extended cathode-coupled phase- 

inverter driver (type B). 
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Ey {[w2(A+1)+1] Re +Re2+ (40+ 1) Ria} Ria 

E, {[m2(A + 1) + 1] Rx — AoRx1} Rre 
In this case the balance is affected by Ep. It is possible, 

however, to obtain good balance by using identical values 

for R,; and Rz2, provided the amplification factor, ~2, of 

V. and/or the gain, A, of V3 are high. Under these con- 

ditions the reduction in gain suffered by the driver stage due 

to Ey is negligible, since A < Ag. 

Maximum distortionless output voltages of these drivers 

are reduced by the presence of the output voltage, Eo, of the 

single-ended push-pull stage. In Fig. 2, if EH, = Ee, the 

dynamic load impedance of V; is (1 + 2A )Rz1, while its 

static load impedance is R;;. Ao, as defined previously, rep- 

resents the gain of the output stage. In other words, the 

maximum obtainable value at E; is 1/(1 + 2A 9) times the 

maximum output voltage of V;. Since Ey has no effect on 

V2, the utility factor of 1/(1 + 2A 9) determines the maxi- 

mum value for driving voltages E; and Es. The same ap- 

proach applies to Fig. 3, provided subscripts 1 and 2 are 

interchanged. 

In a split-load phase-inverter driver'* the utility factor is 

1/(2 + 2Ao), as there are equal load resistors in the plate 

and the cathode as shown in Fig. 4. If the maximum output 

om 

Fig. 4. The equivalent signal-voltage cireuit of a single-ended 
push-pull amplifier with a split-load phase-inverter driver. (The 

two load resistors are equal.) 

voltages of these driver tubes are assumed to be equal, the 

extended cathode-coupled phase inverter can produce a 

driving voltage of (2 + 2Ao)/(1 + 2Ao) times that of the 

split-load phase-inverter driver. 

The above analyses indicate that the extended cathode- 

coupled phase inverter can be used very satisfactorily in 

single-ended push-pull amplifiers. 

PRIMARY 
IMPEDANCE 

1.5K 

7 
440 VOLTS 

Fic. 5. An experimental single-ended push-pull amplifier with the extended cathode-coupled phase-inverter driver (type A). 
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EXAMPLES OF SINGLE-ENDED PUSH-PULL AMPLIFIERS WITH 

EXTENDED CATHODE-COUPLED PHASE INVERTER DRIVER 

Two single-ended push-pull amplifiers, type A and type B 

(as defined above), have been built to verify experimentally 

the theoretical considerations presented herein. The circuit 

diagrams are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. In both 

amplifiers triode-connected 807’s are used as output tubes. 

They are connected in parallel to the B supply. The primary 

load impedance of the output transformer is 1500 ohms, 

which corresponds to the plate-to-plate impedance of 6000 

okms in conventional push-pull connections. The particular 

output transformer chosen, when measured with the two 

primary windings connected in parallel, has a primary in- 

ductance of 18 henrys at 0.5 volt, 1000 cps, and a primary- 

to-secondary leakage inductance of 10 millihenrys. Ohmic 

resistance is 170 ohms for each winding of the primary. 

The self-bias resistor of V3; has been chosen so that a 

proper value of negative bias is obtained. The grid of V; 

is connected directly to the common cathode resistor, Rx, 

of the driver tubes, V; and V2. The common cathode re- 

sistor, Rx, should be adjusted for minimum distortion in the 

output. 

To reduce distortion further, negative feedback has been 

employed by connecting Ry from the primary of the output 

transformer to the cathode of the first tube, Vg. The values 

of Ry indicated in Figs. 5 and 6 yield approximately 21 db 

of negative feedback. Re and Cy have been introduced to 

avoid low-frequency instability. 

These amplifiers can produce a maximum power output of 

10 watts with a B supply voltage of 440 volts dc. The input 

voltage necessary to produce 10 watts is approximately 0.5 

volt for the amplifier of Fig. 5 and 1.1 volts for the amplifier 

of Fig. 6. It should be noted here that the above output is 

obtained with no extra dc voltage source other than the 

normal B supply required for conventional push-pull am- 

plifiers. 

As the input signal is increased, clipping of the output 

occurs at both positive and negative peaks simultaneously. 

This is strong evidence that the phase inverter works satis- 

factorily, since this clipping is caused by grid current in the 

output tubes. 

The frequency characteristics and intermodulation dis- 

tortion of these amplifiers are shown in Figs. 7 and 8, respec- 

tively. Fig. 9 gives the 10-kc square-wave response of the 

250K PRIMARY 

750 Ps 7200 | aalar ag 

B+ 4 
440 VOLTS 

Fic. 6. An experimental single-ended push-pull amplifier using the extended cathode-coupled phase-inverter driver (type B). 
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amplifier of Fig. 5. The upper trace is the response with a 

purely resistive load (8 ohms), whereas the lower trace 

illustrates the response with a capacitive load (0.2 mfd con- 

nected across the 8-ohm resistor). The square-wave response 

of the amplifier of Fig. 6 is almost identical. 

As seen in Fig. 9, the chief benefit of taking the feedback 

from the primary of the output transformer is that the 

amplifier is completely free from the kind of high-frequency 

100 1900 

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND 

Fig. 7. Frequeney response of the single-ended push-pull ampli- 
fiers of Figs. 5 and 6 at a power output level of 7.5 watts. The 

8-ohm connection was used. 

INTERMODULATION DISTORTION— % 

50- 7000~— 4:1 

ao. 

° 5 

EQUIVALENT POWER OUTPUT — WATTS 

Fie. 8. Intermodulation distortion of the single-ended push-pull 

amplifiers of Figs. 5 and 6, 8-ohm connection. 

40000 

instability which is caused by stray capacitance across the 

load, a situation occurring very often when feedback is taken 

from the secondary of the output transformer. Various 

capacitors, the largest being 0.5 mfd, were connected across 

the 8-ohm load and no trace of instability was found. 
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Fic. 9. Ten-kiloecyele square-wave response of the amplifier of 

Fig. 5. The upper picture is the response with a purely resistive 

load (8 ohms), and the lower picture is the response with a capaci- 

tive load (0.2 mfd connected across the 8-ohm resistor). An almost 

identical response has been obtained for the amplifier of Fig. 6. 
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An Electrostatic Loudspeaker Development” 

ArtTHuR A. JANSZEN 

The Janszen Laboratory, Cambridge, Massachusetts 

The idea of bringing electromechanical forces of transduction to bear directly on the transmitting 

medium spurred many pre-high-fidelity experimenters to extensive attempts to harness the electro- 

static mechanism of transduction to the design of loudspeakers. Early attempts were not notably 

successful, either in this country or abroad. The advent of new materials and techniques and the 

growing awareness of, and demand for, fidelity in the reproduction of recorded music and other 

program material have provided both the incentive and the means for a renewal of effort. One of 
the results of this effort is the Janszen electrostatic loudspeaker, which is designed for use with two- 

way systems. High efficiency is obtained over a wide frequency range, which extends from below 

1000 cps to above 20 kc. The membrane used in its building-block elements is so light that, over 

most of its frequency range, it functions as an imaginary boundary in the air. The axial pressure 

response, therefore, is extremely smooth. The unit operates from the 8-ohm or 16-ohm output of 

any amplifier, and contains its own bias supply. Maximum power output is 0.5 acoustic watt. 

T IS WELL KNOWN that although condenser-type micro- 

phones have been in extensive use for the last 30 years, 

condenser or electrostatic loudspeakers have not enjoyed a 

comparable popularity. The literature and the files of the 

U. S. and other patent offices, notably the British and the 

German, give evidence of much interest and activity in 

electrostatic devices for the reproduction of sound, especially 

during the 1920’s. Nevertheless, it seems that only two 

electrostatic loudspeakers were ever sold in significant quan- 

tities: In this country, it was the Kyle condenser loud- 

speaker, which was incorporated in the Peerless radio around 

1930; the second electrostatic loudspeaker was produced 

commercially in Germany. 

About 1930, the electrodynamic loudspeaker made its 

debut. The electrostatics, being less viable creatures-- 

afflicted with unwanted discharges and other ailments that 

apparently were not remediable at the time—were driven off 

the market by the more rugged and efficient dynamic speak- 

ers. A long hiatus followed, during which little interest was 

shown in electrostatic actuation for loudspeakers, if a lack of 

material in the literature and in the patent files is any indi- 

cation. Only recently—since about 1950—have electrostatic 

loudspeakers begun to appear on the market again. These 

are in the form of structures that seem to be based, in gen- 

eral, on designs that can be found in patents issued in the 

twenties and early thirties. 

* Presented at the Sixth Annual Convention of the Audio Engi- 

neering Society, New York, October 14-16, 1954. 

It might be asked, Why did they reappear? The answer 

seems to be that high-fidelity listeners demand effective re- 

production of the very high frequencies which are to be found 

in many of our present-day phonograph and tape recordings. 

Electrostatic loudspeakers are effective in reproducing these 

very high frequencies because they can be designed in such 

a way that a uniform actuating force is applied over essen- 

tially the entire area of a flexible vibrating element, which can 

be made extremely light. Flexural rigidity is not required as 

it is when the driving force is applied over only a portion of 

the vibrating element. 

Early attempts to incorporate into commercial units the 

advantages inherent in electrostatic drives were frustrated 

by a variety of difficulties. Chief among these were suscep- 

tibility to electrical breakdown, low efficiency, rapid oxida- 

tion of unstable structural materials (caused by the genera- 

tion of ozone), and the difficulty of obtaining manageable 

membrane materials thin enough to be classified as really 

thin membranes. The recent appearance of new materials, 

such as polyester plastics, and of new techniques has encour- 

aged further efforts to overcome these earlier difficulties. 

New concepts of design have evolved, also, directed toward 

the full realization of the potentialities of electrostatic loud- 

speakers in commercially practical packages. 

The electrostatic loudspeaker design described in this 

paper was developed at the Janszen Laboratory, Cambridge, 

Massachusetts, and is based on work done at the Acoustics 

Research Laboratory, Harvard University. 

Figure 1 shows the loudspeaker, which consists of four 
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building-block elements arranged in a horizontal array. 

seeerPeeee Pees tees 
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, 
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Fic. 1. The Janszen electrostatic loudspeaker. 

The frequency response of the speaker extends from below 

1000 cps to above 20 kc, making it suitable for use in two- 

way systems. The choice of frequency response represents 

a compromise, but not a difficult one. Woofer-sized dynamic 

loudspeakers can be built to operate as pistons below 1000 

cps, in that portion of the audio spectrum where the design 

of electrostatic loudspeakers with adequate acoustic power 

output-per-unit-area presents engineering difficulties not 

easily overcome. The difficulties encountered in the use of 

cones for the reproduction of frequencies above 1000 cps 

are well known. It was considered essential that the electro- 

static loudspeaker—if it were to represent a useful advance in 

Fig. 2. 
speaker. 

A single building-block element of the electrostatic loud- 

high-fidelity reproduction—be able to take over from the 

low-frequency dynamic elements above 1000 cps. 

Figure 2 shows a single unit of the present design. Four 

such units are built into the assembly of Fig. 1. Figure 3 

STATIONARY ELECTRODE INSULATING 
SHEATHS 

©CO®©OGOOO 
CICTOTONOIOIOIONS 

DIAPHRAGM 

Fig. 3. Cross section of a building-block element. 

gives the unit in cross section. Sheathed conductors are 

situated in two parallel planes and are supported by two 

plastic moldings in a push-pull arrangement, with a cen- 

trally-located diaphragm appuee by the same plastic 

moldings. 

There are several possible methods of obtaining bias and 

signal voltages for the generation of actuating forces. 

Figure 4 illustrates one method—a conventional push-pull 

system—in which the bias voltage is applied between the 

conducting material of the diaphragm and the center tap of 

the transformer supplying the signal voltages to the sta- 

tionary electrodes. 

Figure 5 shows the axial pressure response of a single 

STATIONARY ELECTRODE 
CONDUCTORS — 

TO POWER 
AMPLIFIER 

— SUPPLY | 

STEP-UP } 
TRANSFORMER 

Fig. 4. Electrical hookup of a building-block element. 

modular element for a constant-voltage signal. The very 

unconventional 6-db-per-octave rise in axial pressure over 

most of the frequency range results from the fact that the 

1A. A. Janszen, U. S. Patent No. 2,631,196 (issued March 10, 1953). 
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AN ELECTROSTATIC LOUDSPEAKER DEVELOPMENT 89 

driving force, being proportional to the signal voltage—which 

is kept constant—is acting against a resistive impedance 

which is the resistive component of the radiation im- 

pedance. The constant diaphragm velocity that results from 

the constant force acting against a constant resistive im- 

pedance gives rise to a constant energy output. Since the dia- 

phragm behaves like a true piston, moving with the same 

amplitude and in the same phase over its entire area, the 

directivity pattern sharpens up at a predictable rate, and the 

axial pressure characteristic rises at the rate of 6 db per 

octave. The surface density of the diaphragm is so low as 

to make its mass reactance small in comparison with the 

resistive component of the radiation impedance over most 

of the frequency range. In short, the diaphragm behaves as 

if it had neither stiffness nor mass, or as if it were not there 

at all. The 6-db-per-octave rise in response contrasts with 

the gradual rolloff in energy output that generally character- 

izes dynamic or other mass-loaded loudspeakers in which the 

driving force is kept constant. 

At first glance, this unconventional response curve would 

seem to require rolloff equalization to make it conform more 

nearly to the typical response curve of dynamic loudspeakers. 

Listening tests, however, indicate that this is not necessary. 

The following explanation is offered for consideration. 

Since “flatness” of response in the entire recording and 

playback system is generally the goal in high fidelity, it is 

implied that the individual acoustic pressure components 

contributed at the microphone by each one of the instruments 

being recorded are to be duplicated at the ears of the listen- 

ers. This is not strictly true, of course, but it is probably 

T T T TT . i. | 

% CALCULATED B isn 
RESPONSE uJ 

a 2a 
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Fic. 5. Axial acoustic pressure response of a single building- 

block element, for constant-voltage input. 

about as good an approximation to a valid general statement 

as can be made when standards are as flexible as they are 

today in the art of high fidelity. With such completely 

“flat” systems, the desired effect is approximated with mass- 

loaded loudspeakers only if the listeners’ ears are situated on 

! ! qT | T ii 
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Fic. 6. Maximum power output as a function of frequency of 

an array of four electrostatic building-block elements (with con- 

stant-voltage input). 

the axes of the loudspeakers in rooms in which there are no 

reflections. Of course, not much listening is done under such 

conditions. In live rooms, reflections cause sound diffusion, 

and horns and lenses are used to improve this diffusion. 

Under conditions in which diffusion is complete at all fre- 

quencies, the acoustic pressure will fall off 6 db per octave 

in the case of a mass-loaded loudspeaker, unless electrical 

compensation is introduced, and will not represent an ap- 

proach to the pressures recorded by the microphone. On 

the other hand, the electrostatic loudspeaker, used at the 

end of a “flat” system, will provide a constant pressure over 

most of its frequency range when the diffusion is complete. 

Although conditions in which all frequencies are completely 

diffused are probably as atypical as conditions in which there 

is no diffusion, it is probably true that most rooms are more 

alive than dead. If this is true, then it is probably also true 

that the electrostatic loudspeaker more nearly recreates, 

with a “flat” system, the pressures recorded by the micro- 

phone. 

The maximum power output of four building-block ele- 

ments in parallel is approximately 0.5 watt, or 0.125-watt- 

per-modular element. This can be obtained over the range 

from 1000 cps to 3 kc. Above 3 kc, the maximum power 

output falls off gradually and smoothly. Figure 6 shows 
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the maximum power output as a function of frequency. It 

also shows the approximate peak power output of a number 

of instruments and orchestras and the frequencies within 

the spectrum of the modular elements at which these peaks 

occur (according to the data published by Sivian, Dunn, and 

White*) to aid in assessing the power-handling capabilities 

of the present design. The magnitude of the calculated 

2L. J. Sivian, H. K. Dunn, and S. D. White, “Absolute Amplitudes 

and Spectra of Certain Musical Instruments and Orchestras,” J. 

Acoust. Soc. Amer., 2, 330 (January 1931). 

values of peak power output, calculated by assuming a uni- 

form distribution of pressure over a sphere, for each instru- 

ment, are, of course, probably very inaccurate for many, if 

not all, instruments. They are shown only for the purpose 

of a rough comparison. 

The assembly of Fig. 1 comprises four building-block ele- 

ments, an ac-operated bias voltage supply, a crossover net- 

work, and a matching network. In normal operation, its two 

input terminals are connected in shunt with the woofer 

section of a two-way system. 
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Development of a Subminiature Tape Recorder’ 

APRIL 1955, VOLUME 3, NUMBER 2 

ALBERT C. Travis, JR. 

Broadcast Equipment Specialties Corp., Beacon, New York 

This paper tells why, when it was decided to develop a subminiature magnetic recorder, tape was 

selected in preference to wire as ‘the recording medium. The design goals set for the pocket-sized 

recorder and the reasons for them are discussed, as are the major mechanical and electronic problems 
and the solutions ultimately. arrived at. 

” “compatibility, 

One of the aims was the widest possible utilization of 

standard components rather than special parts, as the latter would entail high tooling costs. Also, 
which would permit the small “Tapette” reels to fit on standard home or studio 

recorders for loudspeaker reproduction pr for transfer purposes; this was considered of major 
importance. 

The entire unit—including the stacked reels which hold two hours of tape—occupies a space of 

6% in. X 4% in. X 1% in. and weighs only 2 lb. The strategic placing of Mumetal tabs and the 

use of filters to minimize motor-brush hash is explained. The postage-stamp-sized resistance- 

capacitance-coupled amplifier and associated audio components are described and the reasons for each 

choice given. The final result is evaluated to see the extent to which the original design aspirations 

have been fulfilled. 

INTRODUCTION 

oe ELSE may be said for the German Minifon 

pocket-sized wire recorder, its advent stirred the imag- 

inations not only of engineers, but also of merchandisers. 

The response of the general public—as distinguished from 

those whose businesses or hobbies hinge on radio, recording, 

or electronic activities—was at once surprising and stimu- 

lating. The development of the Minifon to the quantity 

production stage took a number of years and a fortune in 

tooling, particularly so because almost every part, from the 

jacks and plugs to the record head, required special moulds 

and dies, many of which were, no doubt, modified and re- 

placed time and again until satisfaction was obtained. 

Whether or not such expensive procedures are justified, in 

the light of the public’s fickleness and the relatively short 

exclusiveness of any particular product, only time will tell. 

Soundest economy would seem, however, to dictate utilization 

to the greatest possible extent of parts already in use for 

apparatus long since subminiaturized by other manufactur- 

ers; typical, of course, are hearing aids. 

Once it was decided to manufacture a subminiature re- 

corder, the choice of a recording medium became paramount. 

Although wire has the advantage of less bulk than tape for 

* Presented at the Sixth Annual Convention of the Audio Engi- 
neering Society, New York, October 14-16, 1954. 

91 

a given amount of recording time, this advantage must be 

considered in the light of the several disadvantages of wire: 

The latter include, as is well known, susceptibility to break- 

age and tangles, unsuitability for editing and splicing, rela- 

tively poor signal-to-noise ratio, and high running speed. 

Nevertheless, the decision to use tape rather than wire in 

our subminiature magnetic recorder had nothing to do with 

the shortcomings of wire; the decision was based on the fact 

that tape enjoys wider acceptance than wire. 

So well has the public been sold on tape that the very word 

“recording” seems almost to have become synonymous with 

tape recording. This apparent public blessing tipped the 

scales in favor of tape and left only one cross to bear, namely, 

the relative bulkiness of tape. 

The question of how small a recorder would be small 

enough was settled in an equally simple manner. In order 

to minimize any possible risk of poor acceptance, there being 

no criterion in this field other than the Minifon, the dimen- 

sions of that instrument were adopted, 6% in. long K 4% 

in. wide X 1% in. thick. This size will actually slip all the 

way into a suit-coat pocket or even a trouser side pocket. 

The 2-lb weight, on the other hand, is not in the least con- 

ducive to long apparel life, nor even to comfort. A popular 

Minifon accessory to offset this objection is a light cloth 

shoulder holster for those who contemplate regular and fre- 

quent sleuthing. Even though it is doubtful how much 
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actual pocket use will be made of diminutive recorders, the 

mere possibility seems to be almost irresistible as a sales 

point and may, therefore, be vital to the success of the 

product. 

GOALS: INTERCHANGEABILITY AND “COMPATIBILITY” 

Particular consideration was given to overcoming one 

objection which has been voiced concerning the Minifon, 

namely, that in this day of interchange of recorded material 

from person to person and place to place, the wire recordings 

could be reproduced only on the Minifon itself. This re- 

striction strangled many possible applications at the outset, 

because it would have been necessary for the user to own a 

multiplicity of Minifons. It was therefore decided that the 

Tapette must be “compatible”; it must run at a standard 

speed and use standard tape on reels that would operate on 

other machines. Going a step or two further, it was felt that 

the Tapette should conform closely not only to accepted 

operating procedures, but also to the ways in which people’s 

fingers habitually operate. 

Thus, it was decided to try to design into the Tapette the 

following functions: record, erase, monitor, rewind, listen- 

back and playback. It was felt that fast-forward could be 

omitted in exchange for the listen-back feature which, of 

course, makes it easy to detect the beginning of a passage. 

Since controls had to be small, one-finger operation seemed 

logical. Consideration of human finger habits brought forth 

the telephone-dial idea. ‘Dial-a-motion” became the con- 

cept for FORWARD, OFF, or REVERSE. RECORD- 

Fie. 1. “Tapette, with cover installed, illustrating one-iinger 

‘*Dialing’’ control for FORWARD, OFF, or REVERSE. To the 
right of the finger slot is, first, the volume control and, second, the 

RECORD-PLAY switch. The earphone and microphone jacks are 

under the thumb. The plastic window permits continuous visual in- 

spection of the quantity of tape on the takeup reel. Printed desig- 

nations are temporary. The optional erystal wrist-watch micro- 

phone is in the foreground. 

PLAY became a secondary control and VOLUME tertiary. 

Erasing, it was felt, did not justify a separate control. On 

the contrary, even though necessarily done by means of a 

permanent magnet, it was decided that erasing should be 

completely automatic whenever the record function was 

chosen. 

STATISTICS : TAPE VERSUS WIRE 

The Minifon can hold up to 1% miles of 0.002 in. wire to 

provide 2% hours of recording time. To match so much 

recording time, in tape, in the overall Minifon size would 

appear impossible, offhand. Fortunately, however, statistics 

showed that the most popular Minifon supply reel was the 

one-hour size. Furthermore, the response of the Minifon 

wire—at the speed used in the Minifon—was about equal to 

that of tape at around 2% in. per second. Tape length, 

therefore, could be less than one-quarter that of the wire for 

equivalent time and response. Then thin tape appeared upon 

the scene. This tape was said to be capable of doubling the 

footage on a given size reel. A sample '%2-mil Mylar-base 

tape, measuring 0.0011 in. in overall thickness, and surpris- 

ingly strong, was made up by the Reeves Soundcraft Cor- 

poration for test purposes. This tape runs to 625 ft on a reel 

only 36 in. in diameter and having a 1-inch hub and 

makes possible one-half hour of recording per track at 334 in. 

per second, or a total of 2 hours at 17 in. per second. The 

latter speed compares not too unfavorably, quality-wise, with 

the Minifon 11-in.-per-second wire speed. 

The reels used in the Tapette are special reels consisting 

of stamped-aluminum flanges and turned-aluminum hubs. 

The shaft holes, however, are standard %e in. diameter with 

standard driving slots and holes. Each reel hub has a small 

spring-loaded stainless-steel ball pushing radially inward 

against the shaft with sufficient pressure to keep the reels in 

place, even in an upside-down attitude. 

Obviously, two reels of the size described above, mounted 

in a conventional arrangement, would make the length of the 

Tapette intolerable. Since, however, the 1'4-in. thickness 

would easily accommodate two reels, an old motion-picture 

machine idea was borrowed. The reels were stacked— 

takeup reel over supply-reel—on the same shaft. This left 

about 40 percent of the remaining length of the Tapette for 

fitting in the rest of the multitudinous gear. 

THE PROBLEM OF FRICTION 

Early in the development work, it became apparent that 

the biggest battle would be against friction. The tape reels, 

therefore, were mounted on a hollow post carrying four radial 

ball bearings, each of %e in. O.D. and %e¢ in. I.D. These 

are now spaced apart in such a way that the spring-loaded 

balls in the reel hub snap in between pairs to provide a detent 

action. Thus, each reel is free to turn, independently of the 
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other, on its upper and lower bearing. The bearings used 

are standard stainless-steel instrument bearings. 

SIMULATED HYDRAULIC CLUTCH 

To provide a hold-back on the supply reel, a previously 

noticed, but hitherto neglected, effect is being put to work. 

For some time, the author’s larger Tapak tape recorders 

have used a special lubricant which exhibits the unusual 

characteristic of not changing viscosity as temperature 

changes over the range of —50°F to + 200°F. It is a rather 

thick grease, with a strong tendency to cling, and does not 

dissolve in any common solvent. The supply-reel ball bear- 

ings are pressure-packed with this lubricant. Since the 

inner race is stationary, the outer race turns against a re- 

sistance based upon the fluid resistance of the grease as the 

balls try to cut through it. The result is a sort of hydraulic 

clutch that seems not to wear out, because the hydraulic 

medium is the lubricant itself. 

TAKEUP ARRANGEMENTS 

The takeup mechanism consists of a flat belt-drive close 

to the base plate underneath both reels. The belt itself is 

‘4 in. wide and is simply a narrow version of a treated fabric 

belt commonly used in takeup drives on larger tape recorders. 

The original prototype belt is still in use and has never given 

a moment’s trouble. The belt derives its power from a pulley 

on the capstan shaft and is maintained in driving tension by 

a spring-loaded idler. The belt bears at two points of tan- 

gency on a 134-in. diameter wheel, which turns concentrically 

with the reels. The rotary motion is transmitted to the 

takeup reel through the hollow reel-mounting post by a 

stainless-steel torque rod which is keyed to a one-turn thumb- 

screw mounted in the top reel. The torque rod has a flat- 

tened upper end which fits into a slot in the thumbscrew. 

The latter can be installed on either reel according to which 

reel is on top. Thus, the reel stack can be turned upside 

down for recording the second track. 

FORWARD DRIVE 

The forward tape-drive is conventional, consisting of a 

high-speed capstan (600 rpm) and a rubber pinch roller. 

Since, to be effective against a capstan as small as 0.123 in. 

in diameter, the pinch must be strong, friction problems again 

came to the fore. The 34-in. diameter pinch roller was there- 

fore equipped with an upper and lower ball bearing; these 

measure ‘46 in. O.D. and Me in. I.D. and, diminutive as they 

seem, are by no means the smallest commercially available. 

The capstan, which bears the brunt of the pinch pressure, 

presented a more formidable anti-friction problem. The fact 

that the capstan shaft carries a heavy flywheel and is sub- 

ject to motor-pulley pressure, takeup-belt pull, gyroscopic 

Fig. 2. Chassis, with cover removed, showing stacked reels. Vis- 

ible, left to right, are the top battery of the 6-volt motor-supply 

pair, one 3-volt A cell, and the 2214-volt B battery. The motor is in 

the foreground and the Brush ‘‘red’’ head in the rear. 

forces, as well as the pinch, complicated the problem. Small 

pinion ball bearings rattled objectionably and soon disin- 

tegrated. The solution was found in turning the capstan- 

shaft ends to cones with 0.0003-in. to 0.0004-in. ball ends 

and mounting them in instrument jewels with a trace of pre- 

load. We find that this arrangement rotates even more 

freely than do ball bearings. 

The flywheel, which is integral with the capstan, rotates 

in a horizontal plane, and is fitted with a rubber tire of 

rectangular cross section. The upper horizontal face is 

friction driven by the motor pulley. The tread face, so to 

speak, is used for rewinding as will be seen. 

MOTOR AND BATTERIES 

The electric motor measures 7% in. in diameter by 1% 

in. long. It has a permanent magnet field, ball-bearing shaft, 

balanced armature, and a conventional commutator and 

brushes. It is shock mounted on two rubber grommets 

located ‘“‘amidships” so that the motor shaft is free to tilt 

up or down. By means of a tension spring, the desired 

pressure of the motor pulley against the flywheel tire is 

maintained relatively constant despite tire wear or the atti- 

tude of the Tapette. 

Small speed adjustments may be made by sliding the 

motor toward or away from the flywheel center, so that it 

drives at a larger or smaller diameter. The motor draws 

100 ma at 5 volts in forward drive and derives its power 

from 2 parallel stacks of 5 mercury cells each, the stacks 
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being connected in series. This arrangement offers a total 

capacity of 2000 miliampere-hours with an open-circuit 

voltage of about 6.7 volts. Overspeeding of the motor when 

the voltage exceeds 5 volts is prevented by a subminiature 

ballast tube in series with the motor and the cell bank. 

Because each series stack of mercury cells will maintain an 

output voltage of at least 5 volts under load during the life 

of the cells and because the anti-friction measures noted 

above have resulted in a nearly constant tape load from 

beginning to end, no governor is used. The practical life of 

the batteries, considering starting and rewinding loads, has 

proved to be about 15 hours, a figure which keeps the motor 

battery cost down to about 25 cents per hour. 

SWITCHING ARRANGEMENTS 

The motor and flywheel (which includes the capstan) are 

mounted on a subplate which is pivoted on the base plate at 

a point under the driving end of the motor. At the brush end 

of the motor, an upright bracket is mounted to the subplate. 

This contains a finger-hole fitting by which the subplate can 

be swung to any of three detent-controlled positions: 

FORWARD, OFF, or REVERSE. Thus, the operator 

“dials a motion.” In the center or OFF position, a DPDT 

slide switch is mechanically held in the OFF position by a 

push rod attached to the subplate. In this switch position, 

both the motor and amplifier remain off and no other switch 

is needed. In either FORWARD or REVERSE, the slide 

switch turns both on. 

In the OFF position the capstan, because it swings with 

the motor, clears the pinch roller to permit threading. In 

FORWARD, the subplate swings to bring the capstan 

forcibly against the pinch roller, which yields against a 

spring. Dialing REVERSE not only releases the drive, as 

in OFF, but also moves the capstan still farther from the 

pinch roller, with the result that the face of the flywheel tire 

becomes a friction-drive pulley bearing against the periphery 

of the bottom flange of the supply reel. The motor does not 

need to reverse, and rewinding takes place at a rather furious 

pace: the takeup drive belt has also released itself under 

rewind conditions because the belt-driving pulley under the 

flywheel has moved toward the belt and the automatic belt 

tensioner has long since reached its limit stop. This leaves 

the takeup reel, its torque shaft, and its belt-driving pulley 
free to coast. 

Rewinding may be stopped instantly, without spilling 

tape, by dialing OFF. When the motor-capstan subplate is 

swung to OFF, two cam actions move flat-spring brakes 

into position: one locks the takeup-reel-belt-driven pulley. 

The other bears against the underside of the supply reel. 

These brakes also prevent loosening of the tape on the reels 

when the Tapette is being carried in inactive condition. 

The subplate also actuates an automatic pressure pad, 

JOURNAL OF THE AUDIO ENGINEERING SOCIETY 

which closes only in FORWARD, and a pull rod which 

actuates a second slide-switch in one direction. If the 

RECORD-PLAY switch has been previously set to RE- 

CORD, dialing OFF will retract it to midway (no contact). 

If REVERSE is dialed, the switch will be retracted all the 

way to PLAYBACK, so that no manual switch actuation 

is necessary for either listening back or playing back, regard- 

less of whether the switch was previously set to RECORD, 

OFF, or PLAYBACK. 

OPERATION OF THE PERMANENT-MAGNET ERASER 

The motion of the RECORD-PLAY slide switch also 

operates the permanent-magnet eraser, swinging it auto- 

matically into place ahead of the record head when the 

slider moves to RECORD. Whenever the switch is retracted 

to PLAYBACK, the eraser is retracted as well. The eraser 

consists physically of a bar of Alnico 5, ground to erase only 

the track being recorded. All signal is effectively erased 

although only one pole of the magnet is used. The result is 

more effective than might be expected, because a reversal of 

polarity takes place at the head as a result of the dc bias 

employed. Multiple erasure and a transistor bias oscillator 

are under development for a premium model. 

GUIDING OF THE TAPE 

The method employed to raise the tape level from the 

plane of the bottom reel to the plane of the top reel is very 

simple. Various angular mountings of idler pulleys and 

guide posts were tried to maintain the tape in place and were 

discarded as being too complicated to thread and too com- 

plicated to manufacture. Experiments in threading tape 

under and over two angled rods showed that the tape flowed 

smoothly when both rods were in the same plane. Thus, it 

became apparent that a slot milled in a block at the angle of 

this plane would not only be easy to make, but could also 

be threaded by dropping the tape into the slot. The tape 

now winds off the bottom reel, rises in the “escalator” to the 

top level, passes over the eraser and makes a 90° bend 

around a guide trough. The tape then passes over the head 

and thence between the capstan and pinch roller; from here 

it proceeds through another slot to the takeup reel. Thread- 

ing is necessarily more complex than with many home re- 

corders. Compared to threading a movie projector or a sew- 

ing machine, threading the Tapette may well be considered 

simple. 
It should be noted at this point that the Tapette is assem- 

bled primarily on one flat dural plate. The cover provides 

the sides of the Tapette and has no mechanical functions 

other than to provide a porthole through which the quantity 

of tape built up on the takeup reel can be observed con- 

tinuously. 
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ACCESSIBILITY FOR SERVICING 

The arrangement leads to easy servicing. This contrasts 

with the Minifon-type of construction, wherein the unit is 

made up in subassemblies which are stacked layer upon layer 

in a case with sides. It is not necessary, with the Tapette, 

to take out layers—so to speak—to get at most of the 

Tapette mechanism. On the other hand, a few raised sub- 

assemblies must, on occasion, be removed to obtain access to 

parts underneath the subassemblies. The removal of two 

screws will free any one of these. No special tools are re- 

quired for servicing because the smallest screws employed 

are #0-80; these, while small indeed, are cataloged as 

machine screws rather than as watch parts. 

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 

A transistor amplifier would seem a logical choice, offhand, 

for any small piece of audio equipment. The development of 

transistor equipment, however, has not been an unmitigated 

joy. The fact is that the hearing-aid mazufacturers have 

spent fortunes in development of excellent transistor ampli- 

fiers. Such amplifiers can be manufactured economically 

in very large quantities only and any changes in either 

schematics or physical layout can be frustratingly expensive. 

It may be years, too, before the knowledge of service tech- 

nicians catches up with transistor operation, and suitable 

rule-of-thumb test equipment is available. 

For the above reasons, the Tapette uses a three-tube 

resistance-coupled printed-circuit amplifier. Conversion to 

transistors can come later. The amplifier chassis is about 

the size of an airmail stamp and, with its tubes, is %6 in. in 

over-all thickness. Space is provided for the amplifier chassis 

under the supply reel. One “penlight” cell (preferably mer- 

cury) serves as the filament supply; a 22'4-volt hearing-aid 

B battery supplies the plates and the bias. 

A crystal microphone of either the hearing-aid or the wrist- 

watch type plugs into a hearing-aid jack located on the bat- 

tery end of the Tapette and a crystal earphone plugs into an 

adjacent jack. The microphone jack is polarized. Thin, 

shielded leads from the jacks make connections to the input 

and output ends of the amplifier, respectively. The DPDT 

RECORD-PLAY switch which shifts the head from output 

(for RECORD), to input (for PLAY), simultaneously 

connects or disconnects the microphone as required. 

The volume control is a hearing-aid type and is located so 

that the knob can be edge-rolled through a slot between the 

“dial” and the RECORD-PLAY actuator, thus keeping all 

controls on one side. Unlike the Minifon, the Tapette micro- 

phone and earphone may remain plugged in at the same time. 

The amplifier output is divided between the head and the 

phone so that the amplifier may be monitored during record- 

ing; this allows one to confirm immediately that the Tapette 

is operating electronically. The output stage employs a 

standard subminiature choke. 

The record-play head is a Brush “red” head, type BK- 

1091. While this head seems large for such a machine, there 

is room for it; the fact that its maximum driving current is 

only 0.03 ma, with about 0.3 ma of bias current, makes its 
efficiency the paramount consideration. 

AUDIO PERFORMANCE 

The amplifier, using two CK538DX tubes and one 

Fig. 3. The Tapette with reels and mechanism cover-plate re- 

moved, showing location of the amplifier, switches, and takeup 

drive with belt and idlers. The rubber-tired flywheel, which is in- 

tegral with the capstan, is visible below the head. The spring- 

loaded pinch roller is at the left of the capstan bearing. The auto- 

matic pressure pad at the left of the word ‘‘ Brush’’ is shown open 

for threading. The pm eraser, which is at the right of the head, 
is automatically controlled by a wire running to the RECORD- 

PLAY switch. The slotted block, top center, brings the tape from 

the lower to the upper level. 

CK548DX tube, has an output of 2.1 mw. With the crystal 

microphone, this gives fully modulated tapes at voice dis- 

tances up to about 10 ft from the mike. No modulation 

indicator is employed, but the monitor level in the phones 

soon acclimates the user to the overload point. Reproduction 

of the recorded material on the Tapette itself is limited in 

response primarily by the earphone itself, and the signal- 

to-noise ratio is limited by motor hash. However, since rela- 

tively low gain is employed in recording, motor hash is not 

present to any appreciable extent on the tape itself, and 
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playbacks on ac equipment are comparable in quality to 

material recorded on good home recorders at 334 in. per 

second. 

During playback on the Tapette itself, at which time 

gain is, of course, higher than during record, and the head is 

connected to the input, hash becomes more noticeable as the 

gain is increased. At a good listening level, however, the 

hash is scarcely noticeable. Various devices are used to 

minimize the hash. The rf component is reduced by a tiny 

rf choke in series with the negative motor lead and a sepa- 

rate capacitor is connected from each end of the choke to 

ground. The ac magnetic field of the motor, as picked up 

by the head, is minimized by the head orientation, motor 

orientation, and by means of strategically placed pieces of 

thin Mumetal. Finally an RC network in the phone lead 

attenuates low frequencies in the earphone. The result is 

good voice reproduction, considering the limitations of ear- 

phone response and the 334 in. per second tape speed. 

Motionwise, figures are meaningless, because the prototype 

figures do not necessarily apply to production units. Units 

used on the person are subject to accelerations, decelerations 

and gyroscopic effects scarcely considered in home or studio 

equipment. Sudden changes in attitude around the axis of 

reel rotation will cause violent wows, around other axes very 

little wow. Suffice it to say that with the Tapette stationary 

in any attitude, it does quite well on such music as popular 

singing with a string accompaniment. Nevertheless, the 

Tapette is definitely not the answer to the problem of making 

sneak recordings—for posterity—from the audience in Car- 

negie Hall. 

CONCLUSION 

How well the Tapette will appeal to the public remains 

to be seen. How well it fulfills its designers’ aspirations, on 

the other hand, is reasonably apparent. The Tapette utilizes 

tape instead of wire. It is capable of 1 to 2 hours recording 

time. It is as automatic in operation as a push-button re- 

corder and conforms to accepted operating procedures. It is 

“compatible” in that the reels can be transferred to other 

equipment for playback. It performs all functions of ac 

recorders except fast-forward. It is readily accessible for 

servicing. It utilizes many standard, readily-available com- 

ponents. Most important, the Tapette pocket-sized case 

remains unexpanded in spite of the installation of many 

unanticipated components to a total parts list of 183 pieces. 
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MIL-T-27 Procurement Problems” 

EuGENE L. HAIkKIN 

Triad Transformer Corporation, Los Angeles, California 

This is a general discussion of the problems facing the procuring agency, the prime contractor, 

and the manufacturer, in procuring transformers and allied products in compliance with MIL-T-27 

specifications. Some suggestions are included to help alleviate or eliminate the situations which arise. 

HE GOVERNMENT—cr more specifically the military 

establishment—is a heavy consumer of electronic equip- 

ment. The volume of electronic production destined for 

end use as government equipment is staggering. Since we, 

as taxpayers, are providing the funds for this governmental 

spending, we should consider the steps taken to insure 

that these funds are spent wisely. This goal is achieved 

largely by the use of specifications. Perhaps some of you 

have seen a copy of the Army or Navy /ndex of Specifica- 

tions. With its periodic supplements, it resembles the Los 

Angeles telephone directory. 

THE NEED FOR SPECIFICATIONS 

If we, as consumers, could spend the time and effort to 

accumulate the necessary knowledge, we would write a 

specification outlining our requirements whenever we planned 

to make a fair-sized investment in some manufactured item. 

Of course, most of us cannot spare the time or effort. Were 

we to try to write a specification at all, it would have to be 

for an item which represented quite a large investment and 

about which we had considerable personal knowledge. Or 

we could Aire someone with the requisite knowledge of the 

particular item. This is done occasionally by people plan- 

ning to build a house. An architect is hired to draw up the 

specifications; the latter, in turn, are presented to a con- 

tractor. 

Most of us would not think of writing a specification 

for a piece of paper on which to write a specification, or for 

* Presented at the Second Annual West Coast Convention of the 

Audio Engineering Society, Los Angeles, February 4-6, 1954. 

a lead pencil with which to write it. Our Government, how- 

ever, does just that. One need only consider the tremendous 

sums spent each year by the Armed Services on such items 

as paper and pencils to see the justification for this. Every- 

thing bought by the Government of the United States repre- 

sents a large investment; for that reason the Government has 

a specification for everything. 

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES 

Let us examine some of the more obvious advantages of 

specifications. By rigorously defining the conditions to 

which the item in question may be exposed in use, the design 

engineer can become acquainted with the various parameters 

involved in the design of the item. This helps to provide 

maximum utility and reliability. By furnishing a basis for 

rejection and by defining the production test requirements, 

the Government is assured that it will receive a product of 

quality, and the engineer is assured that the product will 

embody the essence of his design. Also, by reducing the 

number of useless items transported to the field, the Gov- 

ernment is able to effect important economies. Thus, we are 

forced to agree that specifications are necessary and worth- 

while things. 

Every worthwhile thing, however, possesses disadvantages. 

Government specifications are no exception. When one man, 

or a group of men, attempts to communicate with a large 

number of other men by use of the written word, problems of 

a semantic nature are inevitable. Therefore, to be effective, 

a specification must be clear and concise. It must leave no 

room for individual interpretation. A specification which has 

one meaning for the design engineer, another for the purchas- 
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ing agent, another for the company inspector, and still an- 

other for the government inspector can cause nothing but 

confusion. Unfortunately, this condition is all too prevalent. 

Perhaps that is why the term “bible” is applied to specifica- 

tions in general—they seem as easily subject to interpreta- 

tion. 

Many specifications, on the other hand, attempt to be 

extremely definitive about tremendously broad fields of 

manufacture. This results in endless negotiations for per- 

mission to deviate from provisions which may not only con- 

flict, but may be mutually impossible to reconcile. If a 

specification is too general, it is bound to be confusing, while 

the greater the detail the more clarity it possesses. But this 

produces another problem—that of education. Anyone will 

read a one-page document, if asked to do so, but how many 

people have read the Encyclopaedia Britannica from cover to 

cover? So, in practice, the more detailed a specification is 

made, the less likelihood there is that it will ever be read. 

There is an advantage in this, however; any person who 

does undertake to read the specification in its entirety can 

represent himself as an expert. Hence this paper. 

ADMINISTRATION : QUALIFICATION AND 

INSPECTION TESTING 

A specification is worthless without some form of adminis- 

tration. Provision is therefore made for it—generally in 

the specification itself. Because some performance charac- 

teristics are inherent in the design of a piece of equipment, 

repeated testing for these characteristics is unnecessary and 

costly. For this reason a system is set up wherein the ade- 

quacy of the design is checked by qualification testing. Con- 

trols are then instituted to insure adherence, during produc- 

tion, to the design characteristics. This is called inspection 

testing. 

Unfortunately, the machinery for qualification testing is 

expensive and moves very slowly. A few government labora- 

tories are faced with the problem of testing products from 

thousands of producers—everything from airplanes to zinc. 

They just can’t do everything at once. Then, some articles 

require months of testing and the use of expensive equip- 

ment. Very often, the tests are destructive; so, the cost of 

producing the tested items must be included in the cost of 

obtaining qualification approval. 

DIFFICULTIES OF MAINTAINING A FORCE 

OF INSPECTORS 

In the case of inspection testing, the delay is not as great, 

but the cost is by no means negligible. It is well nigh im- 

possible to maintain a force of inspectors sufficient to police 

all industries and with sufficient knowledge to do an adequate 

job. Thus, a government inspector may be looking at canned 

soup one day and at radar sets the next day. 
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In addition, the various services may have contracts with 

the same manufacturer, with the result that inspection costs 

are multiplied by the number of inspectors involved at a 

particular company’s plant. The Government has hit upon 

a happy solution to this problem: by careful analysis, it is 

determined which service spends the most money at a given 

plant. That service is then given inspection “cognizance” 

and establishes a more or less resident inspector at the plant 

to do inspection for all the services. 

After a painful process of education, the inspector learns 

the job of inspecting, say can-openers; he is then immedi- 

ately transferred to an oil refinery. 

An interesting aspect of this “single-source inspection” 

procedure is the fact that each service instructs its inspectors 

to perform their duties in a different way. Each service is- 

sues directives covering interpretation of each specification 

and none of the services agree. The result, for example, is a 

situation where two manufacturers producing the same item 

have widely different inspection costs. If the Air Force hap- 

pens to be procuring from a plant where the Signal Corp has 

cognizance, the Air Force will not pay any costs above those 

covering the particular tests that an Air Force inspector 

would require. This may very well entail a loss to the manu- 

facturer or to the prime contractor. 

It is, therefore, apparent that to be effective, a specifica- 

tion must be detailed. But detail lengthens the document. 

The only answer is, of course, study. This cannot apply in 

the case of a designer whose equipment specifications make 

reference to hundreds of subsidiary specifications, each of 

which has its own subsidiary specifications. The only prac- 

ticable solution is for the designer to refer his problems to 

the manufacturer of the component in question; the manu- 

facturer, by virtue of his interest in the particular component 

is, presumably, familiar with the provisions of the specifica- 

tion covering it. 

EVOLUTION OF MiL-T-27 

Almost every piece of electronic equipment employs at 

least one transformer as a component part. In addition, 

most equipment specifications require contractual approval 

of all transformers used in the equipment. No doubt, this is 

due to the fact that transformers represent a fairly expensive 

portion of the circuit. But more than that, transformers are 

so individualistic in nature that, even though their reliability 

is higher than that of most other component parts, the prob- 

lem of providing spares is almost monumental when com- 

pared to same problem in the case of tubes, resistors, capaci- 

tors, and the like, which can be, and have been, reasonably 

standardized. 

For this reason, the Armed Services felt it necessary to 

define the requirements of transformers used in their various 

equipments. Various transformer specifications were written 
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MIL-T-27 PROCUREMENT PROBLEMS 99 

—at least one by each of the services. Then, during the 

standardization program begun during World War II, Joint 

Army-Navy or JAN specifications were born. One of them 

was JAN-T-27. With the establishment of the Air Force 

as a separate service after the war, the Government recog- 

nized the need for consolidating the provisions of all the 

various specifications into one general specification for each 

item of procurement. The Armed Services Electro-Standards 

Agency (ASESA) was born. The six or seven transformer 

specifications then in existence were studied and a new speci- 

fication was written. They called it MIL-T-27. Now, in- 

stead of six or seven specifications, there were seven or eight. 

The different branches of the Armed Services felt that MIL- 

T-27 was inadequate when it came to covering their indi- 

vidual problems—such as operation under the ocean, or at 

high altitudes, or in a truck traveling where no roads existed, 

or withstanding the shock of a sixteen-inch gun’s recoil. So 

they kept their specifications intact and required compliance 

not only with MIL-T-27, but with their own individual speci- 

fications, as well. Needless to say, this has complicated the 

life of a transformer design engineer immeasurably. 

The creation of a specification with the dignity of tri- 

service approval created still other problems. Manufacturers 

engaged in the production of high-quality equipment employ- 

ing hermetically sealed transformers quite naturally wished 

to enjoy the benefits of the research and discussion that went 

into the formulation of MIL-T-27. They began to require 

design and construction of their transformers in accordance 

with the provisions of that specification: thus, even though 

a government contract might not even be imminent at the 

moment, they speculated on the possibility that one might 

be granted them at some future date. Couple this with the 

fact that the Navy was occasionally willing to drop the 

requirement that all its transformers ring doorbells thirty 

fathoms under water, and the fact that the other services 

showed occasional willingness to relax the requirements on 

non-combat type equipment, and you will see why there was 

a trend toward exclusive use of MIL-T-27. After five years 

of existence, four amendments, and an ‘“‘A”’ revision soon to 

be distributed, MIL-T-27 has finally emerged as the prime 

transformer specification. 

PROVISIONS OF MIL-T-27 

As presently constituted, MIL-T-27, hereinafter referred 

to as the “Specification,” or more simply, as the “Spec,” 

covers materials, processes, and test procedures for audio 

transformers generally, and for power transformers, pulse 

transformers and also inductors. 

Items covered by the Specification are grouped into three 

general categories: Nonstandard transformers, Military 

Standard transformers, and ~- Preferred Military Standard 

transformers. Most units fall into the first category quite 

naturally, but an attempt has been made to standardize the 

use of transformers. This has resulted in the creation—as 

of this date—of some eighteen types officially designated as 

Military Standard transformers. To date, no Preferred 

Military Standard transformers have been designated. The 

philosophy is roughly as follows: in designing a piece of elec- 

tronic equipment, an engineer will attempt to make his first 

selection of transformers from among the Military Standard 

transformers. If, for some reason, none of the regularly 

available transformers is suitable, he will select a Non- 

standard transformer or have one designed. At such time as 

Preferred Standard units are designated, the engineer will be 

required to use one whenever it satisfies his electrical re- 

quirements. 

The first requirement of MIL-T-27 is that all transformers 

and inductors furnished under the Spec shall have passed 

the qualification tests and shall thus have received qualifica- 

tion approval. Such approval of a Nonstandard transformer 

covers only the materials, processes, and mechanical features 

of design and construction. In the case of Military Standard 

transformers, the approval includes the electrical design, as 

well. Acceptance of the electrical design of a Nonstandard 

transformer is obtained through contractual approval by the 

Contracting Officer. 

APPROVAL AND TESTING PROCEDURES 

A prototype system of approval, covering the design and 

construction aspects of the problem, has been in operation 

for several years. Certain types—embodying a wide range 

of materials and processes, as used by the particular manu- 

iacturer—are tested. If approved, these transformers be- 

come the basis for approval of other types using similar 

materials and made by similar processes. Provision is also 

made for the extension of approval to include alternate 

processes and materials through testing the processes and 

materials used in the alternate design for adequacy. 

Prototype testing, unfortunately, is a lengthy and expen- 

sive procedure. The manufacturer must perform the quali- 

fication tests on six samples, to the extent that he has 

appropriate test equipment available. What is more, non- 

destructive qualification tests must be made on six additional 

samples. 

These latter six samples, together with all the accumulated 

test data, are submitted to ASESA, which then schedules 

the six units for complete testing in a government labora- 

tory. Testing the first six units to destruction, the per- 

formance of non-destructive tests on the six submitted 

samples—the second set of samples—and the preparation 

of test reports takes about three months on the average item 

and involves a cost of approximately $2,000, not including 

the cost of the 12 samples involved. It generally takes 

ASESA up to 3 months to schedule the unit into a gov- 
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ernment laboratory. The laboratory consumes 3 addi- 

tional months performing the tests. Thus, 9 months will 

have elapsed before approval is granted. In many cases the 

Contracting Officer is able to waive qualification approval 

and will generally do so if the transformers are procured 

from a manufacturer who has had transformers approved 

previously. 

Sources of approved types are listed in the MIL-T-27 

Qualified Products List, or QPL, as it is called. Due to the 

expense and delay involved in getting an item approved, it 

is strongly urged that every effort be made to secure a waiver 

of qualification approval from the Contracting Officer. 

AMBIGUITIES IN TERMINOLOGY 

Comments have been made concerning the clarity (or lack 

of clarity) of government specifications and concerning the 

problems arising from the inherent weakness which permits 

so many varied interpretations. MIL-T-27 is no exception 

to the general rule: instead, it is a prime example. A discus- 

sion of some of the provisions of the Spec will make this 

quite clear. 

At present, the Spec covers two grades of transformers: 

Grades 1 and 2. Grade 1 transformers are defined as “most 

resistant to moisture,” Grade 2 units are defined as “less 

resistant to moisture.”” Apparently, creation of a third grade 

is contemplated which will be defined as “/east resistant to 

moisture.” 

A further study of the specification reveals that Grade 1 

transformers must be “hermetically sealed,” while Grade 2 

transformers need not be. What Grade 3 will be, we can 

only surmise. 

In addition to classification by grades, transformers are 

also grouped according to Classes A, B, and C. Class A 

transformers use “organic” insulation, Class B transformers 

use “inherently inorganic” insulation, and Class C trans- 

formers use “special” insulation. The classes are further 

defined in terms of maximum permissible operating tempera- 

ture: Class A transformers may be operated at temperatures 

not exceeding 105°C, while transformers with Class B in- 

sulation may be used to 125°C. No stipulation is made as 

to the operating temperature of Class C insulation. Nor is 

the word “organic” defined. If the classical definition is 

used, “organic” includes all compounds of carbon. But 

there is the interesting fact that Teflon, which is suitable for 

use as insulation at extremely high temperatures, happens 

to be a compound of carbon. 

Most of the problems arising from interpretation of MIL- 

T-27 involve testing techniques and equipment. The terminal 

strength test requires that a force of specified magnitude be 

applied to the terminal at the point where connection is 

made to the external circuit. This force, in the case of a 

Nonstandard transformer, is 5 pounds. If a_ terminal 

JOURNAL OF THE AUDIO ENGINEERING SOCIETY 

shows “visible bending” it is then bent back and forth to a:. 

angle of 45° on each side of the center. This is to be done 

five times and the terminal is not supposed to break. Ob- 

viously, rigid terminals will not stand this sort of treatment. 

Obviously, the key word in the “visible bending” phrase is 

“visible”: if a measuring device of sufficient sensitivity is 

available, visible bending may be detected when 5 pounds 

is hung from the tower of the Empire State Building. 

INSPECTION AND QUALITY CONTROL PROBLEMS 

Some mention has been made of the problems arising from 

inspection to government specifications. These problems are 

the most serious of all. The procurement operations of each 

service are divided among at least three groups: the engineer- 

ing laboratories, the contracting division, and quality control. 

The engineering department of the service is originally in- 

volved in the creation of the procurement specifications. It 

was the engineering departments which collaborated with 

ASESA to write MIL-T-27. The Contracting Officer is 

concerned merely with procuring the commodity. His only 

function is to spend the money and provide for delivery of 

the material on time. The quality control division polices the 

Specification. 

There is a strong feeling in some circles that these three 

divisions are in competition with each other. At any rate, 

quality control seems unhappy with the controls embodied 

in the Specification; so, directives are periodically sent to the 

government inspectors setting forth official definitions of the 

requirements of the Spec. 

Many times these official definitions are in complete con- 

flict with the manufacturer’s definition. Unfortunately, this 

disagreement is never discovered until the units have been 

designed, manufactured, and submitted for inspection. Ap- 

peal to ASESA for clarification may be useless. At least one 

such appeal was made in which ASESA confirmed the manu- 

facturer’s interpretation but pointed out that the acceptable 

definition depended on the inspector’s discretion. 

Contractors have been lax in complying with paragraph 

6.2 of MIL-T-27, which lists ordering data to be submitted 

by a contractor to a transformer manufacturer to specify 

those things which are not definitely specified in the body of 

MIL-T-27, such as electrical characteristics, tolerances, and 

inspection test levels. Nor, when the corona discharge test 

is required, does MIL-T-27 set forth the applicable type of 

test, the test voltages or the requirements. As a result, the 

regional office of the quality control division of one of the 

services issued a directive with the following intent: although 

the requirements of MIL-T-27 specify that electrical charac- 

teristics tests and corona discharge tests are applicable only 

as specified, the inspector may require all tests which he 

deems applicable. 

Since, as previously pointed out, the inspector may have 
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MIL-T-27 PROCUREMENT PROBLEMS 101 

little knowledge of transformer design and operational char- 

acteristics, what he deems applicable may seem ridiculous, 

such as requiring the measurement of the Q of a power 

transformer. Very often he is frustrated by a complete lack 

of specified tolerances on whatever electrical characteristics 

are indicated. When this occurs he may be forced to search 

through various other specifications for a similar type of 

transformer—power, audio, or pulse—and apply the toler- 

ances specified therein to the particular transformer in 

question. 

A prime example of what can happen is clearly illustrated 

by the following hypothetical incident: a contractor ordered 

a transformer to the transformer manufacturer’s specifica- 

tions. The inspector felt that these specifications were in- 

complete. As a condition of consideration for acceptance, 

he therefore required the manufacturer to expand these speci- 

fications and include tolerances. The manufacturer complied 

and appealed to the contractor for additional funds to defray 

the cost of the additional testing—a sum of approximately 

$250 on an original order of approximately $200 worth of 

transformers. The contractor immediately complied by for- 

warding an amended purchase order and appealed to his 

Contracting Officer for reimbursement. This was denied, pre- 

sumably because the quality control section of the particular 

armed services branch which the Contracting Officer repre- 

sented would not authorize the additional tests. 

It is true that such an incident may not occur often, but 

it serves to illustrate a serious problem of interpretation. 

There is a solution to this problem which may help to prevent 

similar incidents. All tests should be waived except those 

deemed absolutely necessary to insure delivery by the manu- 

facturer of a product which will function satisfactorily in the 

equipment. 

CONCLUSION 

To summarize, it should be pointed out that specifications 

and particularly MIL-T-27, while possessing many disad- 

vantages, are, on the whole, worth while. The disadvantages 

can be circumvented by careful use of the Specification. In 

general, the following rules should serve to eliminate most of 

the difficulties: 

1. Make every effort to obtain a waiver of qualification 

approval. 

2. Clearly specify what tests are to be required to deter- 

mine electrical characteristics and waive all those not re- 

quired, bearing in mind that unnecessary testing means un- 

necessary expense. Most transformer manufacturers will be 

glad to offer any assistance in deciding what tests are ap- 

plicable. 

3. If source inspection is required, references to MIL-T-27 

should be used carefully. If qualification approval is not 

specifically waived, it will be required. It is an excellent plan 

to discuss with your military inspector the particular para- 

graphs of MIL-T-27 which are applicable and the possibility 

of waiving all those that are not. Suggested purchase order 

phraseology is: Design and construction to MIL-T-27. 

Qualification approval is waived. Electrical characteristics 

tests per paragraph 4.6.8. shall be as follows and charac- 

teristics shall be within the specified limits. All other elec- 

trical characteristics tests are waived. 

4. If a corona discharge test is applicable because of pos- 

sible malfunction of the equipment should corona occur, the 

applicable test circuit, voltages and allowable indications 

must be specified. If not required, corona discharge test 

should be specifically waived. 
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A Method for the Quantitative Measurement of 
Wind-Noise Sensitivity in Microphones’ 

R. M. Carretrt 

Radio Corporation of America, Camden, New Jersey 

A spring-hinge pendulum may be used to carry a microphone noiselessly through the still air 

of an anechoic chamber. The noise generated by the flow of air past the microphone is easily 

measured and analyzed. Velocities of the order of 15-20 mph are obtainable with the pendulum, 

whose period is about 3 seconds. 

The output of the microphone may be recorded with a high-speed recorder. With the addition 

of a variable bandpass filter at the input to the recorder, a noise spectroanalysis may be accom- 

plished. Wind-noise spectra of an RCA 77D in three directional characteristic settings are presented 

and commented upon. 

NE MEASURE of the progress of a field of knowledge 

from an art to a science is the introduction and refine- 

ment of techniques for quantitative measurement. A 

considerable amount of information concerning the perform- 

ance of a microphone is communicated by the commonly 

measured and specified characteristics. These include fre- 

quency response, sensitivity, directional characteristics, 

output impedance, and hum sensitivity. The techniques for 

measuring these characteristics are widely understood, and 

nearly every acoustics laboratory has facilities for more or 

less standard measurements of this nature. 

In many circumstances, the utility of a microphone may 

be influenced by secondary characteristics, such as sensitivity 

to mechanical shock and wind. Technical brochures nor- 

mally do not specify these secondary characteristics. This 

lack of information is due mainly to a lack of agreement on 

any system for measuring these factors. 

The first requirement of quantitative measurement is the 

creation of an environment which is dominated by the factor 

which is to be measured and is as free as possible from ex- 

traneous influences. In the case of wind-noise sensitivity 

* Presented at the Sixth Annual Convention of the Audio Engi- 

neering Society, New York, October 14-16, 1954. 

+ RCA Electronic Products Division. 
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measurement, it is necessary to generate a smooth, quiet, 

turbulence-free flow of air past the microphone structure. 

Several ways of achieving this are immediately apparent. 

A variable-speed blower directing a stream of air at the 

microphone is a very obvious approach. Unfortunately the 

output of the usual blower is much too noisy and turbulent 

for this purpose. An adequate filter for removing the turbu- 

lence would be both cumbersome and expensive. 

It would be possible to attach the microphone to a hori- 

zontal motor-driven boom which would carry it in a circular 

arc in the still air of an anechoic chamber. Again, we en- 

counter the problem of reducing the noise in the system. 

The development of a smooth, stable, noise-free drive of this 

type would necessitate too great an expenditure of time and 
money. 

A SIMPLE PENDULUM ACTUATED BY A MAN 

One fairly satisfactory solution to this problem is perhaps 

the simplest and most primitive solution possible i.e., a 

pendulum. A photograph of a simple wind-noise pendulum 

used at RCA is shown in Fig. 1. The pendulum bar is about 

7 ft long. It is attached at the upper end by a single leaf 

spring. This simple spring-hinge constitutes possibly the 

only type of hinge that is inherently free of mechanical noise. 

It would be more elegant to arrange some type of motor to 
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A METHOD FOR THE QUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENT OF WIND-NOISE SENSITIVITY 

Fig. 1. Wind-noise measurement by pendulum method in an anechoie chamber. 

maintain the pendulum in motion while measurements are 

made. But in keeping with the primitive character of the 

pendulum approach an equally primitive drive has been ar- 

ranged—a man (non-primitive) pulling on a string attached 

near the upper end of the bar. 

The main disadvantage of the pendulum method is that 

the motion is intermittent. The actual period of this pendu- 

lum is about 3 seconds. This is long enough so that noise 

signal output can be followed and recorded by most auto- 
matic recorders. It is preferable to use a high-speed 

recorder, such as the Bruel and Kjaer machine shown in 

Fig. 1. 

The noise output of the microphone may be analyzed in 

any manner desired. One of the more obvious means is a 

spectrum analysis. This is done simply if a variable band- 

pass filter is connected between the microphone amplifier 

and the recorder. One of the variable electronic filters, such 

as the one manufactured by Spencer Kennedy Laboratories 

or the Krohn-Hite, is very convenient for this purpose. 

It is most convenient to measure the noise output at the 

peak velocity, which is easily controlled by varying the am- 

plitude of the swing. The motion of a spring-hinge pendu- 

lum moving through a large arc is not necessarily sinusoidal. 

Thus, a simple calculation from the period and length of the 
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pendulum will not necessarily yield the correct peak velocity. 

The actual peak velocity of the pendulum was measured 

with the bar unloaded, and with microphones of two different 

masses attached to the end. The results are shown in Fig. 2. 

NO 

a V/s 0z 
= 7 88-A 

x12 A__| 
:" JAE 
° 7 

< 6 yy, 

% 0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 

PENDULUM DISPLACEMENT DEGREES 

Fig. 2. Relation between angular displacement and peak velocity 

of wind pendulum. 

The velocity of the bar was measured by causing it to cast 

a shadow upon a lead-sulfide cell as it passed and by meas- 

uring the duration of the occlusion of the cell with an oscil- 

loscope. 

ELIMINATION OF TORSIONAL VIBRATION 

When the setup first was built, some difficulty was en- 

countered with torsional vibration of the bar as it swung to 

and fro. This was eliminated by permitting some movement 

between the spring and the pendulum bar. The spring is 

rigidly clamped to the overhead support and is attached to 

the bar by a pair of steel blocks which are clamped to the 

spring by a single bolt passed through the spring. This per- 

mits the bar some freedom of rotation about the bolt, but 

the motion is heavily damped by the friction between the 

clamping blocks and the spring. This friction effectively 

eliminates any torsional instability in the bar. 

The pendulum closely approximates the conditions which 
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exist when a microphone is exposed to outdoor winds, or is 

panned rapidly at the end of a boom. The other kinds of 

wind with which we must deal come from performers work- 

ing too close to the microphone. Breath puffs carry some 

noise with them as they come from the lips, but otherwise 

the airstream is much like the flow simulated by the pendu- 

lum. We are aware of no data showing the velocity of the 

air in the “puh” sound. However, it is likely that measures 

which reduce the noise generated by the microphone swing- 

ing at the end of the pendulum will also be effective against 

breath-generated noise. 

WIND-NOISE SPECTRA 

Typical wind-noise spectra for the RCA 77-D microphone 

is shown in Fig. 3. Three spectra are given, for the bidirec- 

tional, unidirectional and nondirectional settings. Each 

block represents the maximum noise generated by the micro- 

phone as it swings with a peak velocity of about 10 mph. 

The upper edge of each block is the noise level generated as 

the microphone moves forward; the lower edge represents 

the noise generated as it moves back. Each block is one oc- 

tave wide—the bandwidth of the filter settings. The decibel 

scale here is a purely arbitrary one without a fixed voltage 

reference. 

It will be noted that the low-frequency noise level gener- 

ated in the bidirectional and unidirectional positions is much 

greater than that generated in the nondirectional position. 

This noise is the result of ribbon flutter. 

In the 77-D microphone, the directional pattern is con- 

trolled by a circular shutter which covers up part or all of 

one side of the ribbon. In the bidirectional setting, this 

shutter is wholly open; in the unidirectional setting, it covers 

all but a small portion of the back of the ribbon. In the non- 

directional position, the shutter is closed, and the back of the 

ribbon opens only into a sealed, damped pipe. Thus, in the 

nondirectional setting, there is no path for a dc flow of air 

past the ribbon. 

In the other settings of the shutter, there is a path for the 

dc flow of air past the ribbon. The ribbon is very limp, its 

resonance frequency being below 70 cps. A flow of air past 

the ribbon will excite low-frequency vibrations in it, much as 

a reed is excited in many of the wind instruments. Those 

microphones which have high-impedance moving systems— 

such as the dynamic, crystal, and condenser types—are not 

troubled with this particular source of noise. In these micro- 

phones, the principal noise is associated with turbulence gen- 

erated when the airstream strikes the screens, grills, and 

other ornamental bric-a-brac that protect the diaphragm 

from the more casual abuses to which microphones are ex- 
posed. 
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A METHOD FOR THE QUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENT OF WIND-NOISE SENSITIVITY 

VELOCITY 

RELATIVE DECIBELS BIDIRECTIONAL POSITION 
TTitit . 

UNIDIRECTIONAL |POSITION 
Littity 1 

NON DIRECTIONAL | POSITION 

3 4 5 6789100 2 

FREQUENCY IN 

3 4 56 7891000 2 3 4 5 678910000 

CYCLES PER SECOND 

Fic. 3. Wind-noise spectra of 77-D microphone. 

WIND-SCREENING 

The most effective wind-screening is fine cloth some dis- 

tance away from the diaphragm or ribbon. The denser the 

cloth, the more effective the windscreen. However, the 

denser materials tend to reduce the high-frequency response 

and upset the directional characteristics of the microphone. 

By way of illustration, the wind-noise sensitivity of the 77-D 

in the nondirectional setting below 100 cps is some 10 db 

lower than that of the RCA BK-1A, which is a dynamic 

microphone. 

In the BK-1A, the diaphragm is close to the front of the 

case, which has a perforated screen and an ornamental grille 

to protect the diaphragm. In the 77-D, the ribbon is about 

one and one-half inches from the screen. Here the screen is 

perforated metal covered on its interior face with fine muslin 

cloth. This makes a fairly effective windscreen. 

CONCLUSION 

The wind pendulum is presented as a simple effective tool 

for creating a controlled wind by means of which the wind- 

sensitivity of microphones may be measured. There is as 

yet an immense amount of work to be done in this direction 

before any agreement on standard criteria for wind-noise 

sensitivity can be reached. It is hoped that this tool will be 

of interest to other laboratories, and will aid in making bet- 

ter microphones for the broadcast and communications in- 

dustries. 
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Decibel Tables* 

Power and Voltage Ratios 

THE BEL AND THE DECIBEL 

HE BEL, named after Sir Alexander Graham Bell, is a 

unit used in the comparison of the magnitudes of power 

levels. The number of bels expressing the relative magni- 

tudes of two power levels is the logarithm to the base 10 of 
their ratio, i.e., 

Number of bels = logio & 
P2 

where P, and Pz» are usually electrical and are measured in 

watts. 

This unit is rather large for general use, so one-tenth of 

a bel, i.e., a decibel (written db) is normally used. 

Number of db = 10 logue (1) 
2 

Strictly speaking, a voltage ratio should not be expressed 

in db unless each of the voltages to be compared exists 

across equal resistances, in which case the power ratio is 

proportional to the square of the voltage ratio. 

db = 10 logio 
P, Vi \? 

P = 10 logio v. 
2 2 

= 20 logo (2) 
Ve 

In practice, however, it has become the habit of engineers 

to express voltage ratios in the form of equation 2, even if 

the impedances across which the voltages act are widely 

different. In this case it is usual to refer to db voltage ratio 

to avoid any misunderstanding. 

Although db’s can be found quite readily from log tables, 

it is more usual to use tables designed for the purpose. 

Table I shows the relationship between V;/Vo, Pi/Po, 

and db for large ratios, and Tables II and III give voltage 

and power ratios corresponding to each 0.1 db up to 20 db. 

No explanation is needed for the use of these simple tables, 

but the following examples will show how to deal with 

ratios or db’s outside the limits of Tables II and III. 

Exampte A. To find the db’s corresponding to a voltage 
ratio of 2000. 

(1) Divide the ratio by 10 repeatedly until the result is 

* Reprinted by permission from Sound Recording and Reproduction 

(official journal of the British Sound Recording Association), 4, pp. 

102-106 (January, 1954). 
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less than 10. In this case we divide by 10 three times 

and are left with 2. 
(2) Convert the result of (1) to db’s by means of Table IT, 

thus getting 6 db. 

(3) Add to this figure 20 db for each division by 10 which 

was made. We made three divisions; hence the an- 

swer is 6 + 60= 66 db. 

If we had been working from a power ratio we should 

have used Table III and added only 10 db for each division 

by 10. A power ratio of 2000 corresponds to 33 db. 

EXAMPLE B. Find the power ratio corresponding to 113 

db. 

(1) Subtract enough 10’s from the number of db’s to 

leave a remainder of less than 10. In this case we 

subtract 11 < 10, leaving 3. 

(2) Convert this remainder to a power ratio by means of 

Table III. Thus 3 db corresponds to a power ratio 

of 2. 

(3) Multiply the result of (2) by 10 raised to a 

power equal to the number of 10’s subtracted, i.e., 

11. So, the power ratio required is 2 K 10% = 

200,000,000,000. 
If it is required to find the voltage ratio corresponding 

to 113 db, proceed in a similar manner, but subtract enough 

20’s to leave less than 20, and multiply the voltage ratio 

found from Table II by 10 raised to a power equal to the 
number of 20’s subtracted. The required voltage ratio is 

thus found to be 4.467 X 10° or 446,700. 

Table IV. Harmonic distortion is often expressed as a 

percentage of the fundamental component of the complex 

wave, and sometimes as a percentage of the rms value of 

the complex wave itself. Some wave analyzers are calibrated, 

however, in terms of “db down on fundamental.” Table IV 

will assist in the comparison of measurements expressed in 

either form. 

Table V. An output response proportional, either di- 

rectly or inversely, to frequency is common in audio en- 

gineering and is particularly associated with magnetic 

recording. Such a response is said to have a “6 db per 

octave” slope; ie., a change of frequency by a factor of 

2 results in a doubling or halving of the output. Table V 

will assist in plotting such a response. The sign of the db’s 

is arbitrary but must always be changed when the chosen 

zero point, in this case 1000 cps, is passed. 
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TasLe I 

DECIBEL TABLES 

V/V, 

Taste II. Voltage Ratios 

<9 a V./V; 

* 

1.585 

1.603 

% tm or] iB toe 

2.917 

2.951 

3.311 

3.350 

3.388 

3.428 

3.467 

3.508 

3.548 
3.589 
3.631 
3.673 
3.715 

3.758 
3.802 
3.846 
3.891 
3.936 

ee a th et Pht Sorat 

ce : i 

Piya ta ee 

‘ 

ate 

Ly AG 

7 
a 

a 
‘ 
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2 
a a 

es 107 ¥ 
a" 

Ee EL Res OD ee See ee ey EN A 

V,/V; db | P,/P; db P,/P, . 

1 0 1 1 0 1 

Jl 20 10 J 10 10 1 

01 40 100 ol 20 100 . 
001 60 1000 001 30 1000 
10-* 80 10* 10+ 40 10* | 

10° 100 10° 10° 60 10° 

10° 120 10° 10° 80 10° J 

107 140 10° 10" —s-:100 10” 

10° 160 10° 10" 120 10” 
j 

Ee eee : 

eee ee ee, pe ee ee , 

a V./V; = V./V; V/V; db a V/V; db V./V; V/V; db V./V; 

_ 1.0000 0 1.0000 6310 4.0 P| 3981 8.0 2.512 .2512 12.0 3.981 

9886 1.012 6237 4.1 .3936 8.1 2.541 2483 12.1 4.027 me 

9772 1.023 6166 4.2 1.622 3891 8.2 2.570 2455 12.2 4.074 

.9661 1.035 6095 4.3 1.641 3846 8.3 2.600 2427 12.3 4.121 

9550 1.047 .6026 44 1.660 .3802 8.4 2.630 .2399 12.4 4.169 ag 

9441 1.059 5957 4.5 1.679 .3758 8.5 2.661 2371 12.5 4.217 : 

9333 1,072 5888 4.6 1.698 3715 8.6 2.692 2344 12.6 4.266 it 

9226 1.084 5821 4.7 1.718 .3673 8.7 2.723 .2317 12.7 4.315 — 

9120 1.096 5754 4.8 1.738 3631 8.8 2.754 .2291 12.8 4.365 De 

, 9016 1.109 5689 4.9 1.758 3589 8.9 2.786 .2265 12.9 4.416 

8913 1.0 1.122 5623 5.0 1.778 3548 9.0 2.818 .2239 13.0 4.467 a 

8811 11 1.135 5559 5.1 1.799 .3508 9.1 2.851 2213 13.1 4.519 ‘ed 

8710 1.2 1.148 5495 5.2 1.820 3467 - 9.2 2.884 .2188 13.2 4.571 a 

8610 1.3 1.161 5433 5.3 1,841 .3428 9.3 a .2163 13.3 4.624 an 

8511 1.4 1.175 5370 5.4 1.862 .3388 9.4 a 2138 13.4 4.677 a 

8414 1.5 1,189 5309 5.5 1.884 3350 9.5 2.985 2114 13.5 4.732 a 

8318 1.6 1.202 5248 5.6 1.906 3311 9.6 3.020 .2089 13.6 4.786 ye 

8222 1.7 1.216 5188 5.7 1.928 3273 9.7 3.055 2065 13.7 4.842 a 

8128 1.8 1.230 5129 5.8 1.950 .3236 9.8 3.090 2042 13.8 4.898 an 

8035 1.9 1.245 5070 5.9 1.972 3199 9.9 3.126 2018 13.9 4.955 a” 

.7943 2.0 1.259 5012 6.0 1.995 3162 10.0 3.162 .1995 14.0 5.012 ey 

.7852 2.1 1.274 4955 6.1 2.018 3126 10.1 3.199 .1972 14.1 5.070 ~ 

.7763 2.2 1,288 4898 6.2 2.042 .3090 10.2 3.236 .1950 14.2 5.129 =. 

.7674 2.3 1.303 4842 6.3 2.065 3055 10.3 3.273 .1928 14.3 5.188 ag 

.7586 2.4 1.318 A786 6.4 2.089 .3020 10.4 — .1906 14.4 5.248 yt! 

.7499 2.5 1.334 4732 6.5 2.114 2985 10.5 .1884 14.5 5.309 7 

.7413 2.6 1.349 4677 6.6 2.138 2951 10.6 .1862 14.6 5.370 we 

.7328 2.7 1.365 4624 6.7 2.163 2917 10.7 .1841 14.7 5.433 = 

.7244 2.8 1.380 4571 6.8 2.188 2884 10.8 .1820 14.8 5.495 i 

.7161 2.9 1.396 4519 6.9 2.213 2851 10.9 .1799 14.9 5.559 - 

.7080 3.0 1.413 4467 7.0 2.239 2818 11.0 .1778 15.0 5.623 a 

6998 3.1 1.429 * 4416 7.1 2.265 .2786 11.1 .1758 15.1 5.689 a: 

6918 3.2 1.445 4365 7.2 2.291 2754 11.2 .1738 15.2 5.754 = 

6839 3.3 1.462 4315 7.3 2.317 2723 11.3 .1718 15.3 5.821 4 

6761 3.4 1.479 4266 7.4 2.344 .2692 11.4 .1698 15.4 5.888 a 

6683 3.5 1.496 4217 7.5 2.271 2661 11.5 .1679 15.5 5.957 a 

.6607 3.6 1.514 .4169 7.6 2.399 .2630 11.6 .1660 15.6 6.026 Fo 

6531 3.7 1.531 4121 Be 2.427 .2600 11.7 .1641 15.7 6.095 it 

6457 3.8 1.549 4074 7.8 2.455 .2570 11.8 .1622 15.8 6.166 

6383 3.9 1.567 4027 7.9 2.483 2541 11.9 .1603 15.9 6.237 
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TasLe II. Voltage Ratios (Concluded). 

db V./V; V/V, db 

16.0 6.310 -1259 

16.1 6.383 -1245 

16.2 6.457 

16.3 6.531 

16.4 6.607 

16.5 6.683 

16.6 6.761 

Tasie III. Power Ratios 

a ia P,/P, P,/Ps 

1.778 3162 

1.820 

1.862 

1.906 
1.950 

. 

So] im & ioe 
1.995 

2.042 

2.089 

2.138 

2.188 toes 

2.239 

2.291 

2.344 

2.399 

2.455 

.7080 d P x 2.512 

-6918 J P . 2.570 

-6761 . J F . 2.630 

-6607 d ; P - 2.692 

6457 é P % 2.754 

6310 A : . 2.818 

-6166 . ¢ d 2.884 

-6026 s . 2.951 

5888 J P e 3.020 

5754 - F d 3.090 i 

108 | 

ee 

‘ V,/V Pe V./V; 

1585 18.0 7.943 
. 1567 18.1 8.035 
: 1549 182 8,128 
; 1531 18.3 8.222 

1514 184 8.318 

4 1496 Cd 1189 «185 8414 
1479 1175 «186 = 8.511 
1462 16.7 6.839 1161 18.7 8.610 
1445 168 6.918 1148 188 8.710 
1429 169 6.998 1135 189 8811 

: 1413. «17.0 —«*7.080 1122 «+190 8913 
1396 417.1 ~=—-7.161 1109 «19.19.0116 
1380 172 7.244 1096 «= «19.2 -———«9.120 
1365 17.3 7.328 1084 19.3 9.226 
1349 #4174 #7413 1072 «19.4 9.333 

: 1334 «4175 «7.499 1059 4««:19.5—S—s«&9 44 
i 1318 176 7.586 1047 «19.6 ~—-9.550 
: 1303 4«4«217.7'~Ss*7.674 1035 «19.7 ~—-9.661 
; 1288 178 7.763 1023 «19.8 9.772 
: 1274 #179 7.852 1012 «19.9 ~—-9.886 

oe 1000 ~=—.20 10.000 

bats 
eas | 

Raat 
a ee) 

anes Ree er Ee ee ali aaial itetalaaallaeiats 
pg P,/P; =  »P,/P, P/P, db — db WP, /P, P/P, & P,P, 

wid 1.0 0 1.0 5623 2.5 5.0 3.162 1778 75 5.623 
Bens 9772 1.023 5495 2.6 5.1 3.236 1738 7.6 5.754 
Case 9550 1.047 5370 2.7 52 3.311 1698 7.7 5.888 

isa 9333 1.072 5248 2.8 5.3 3.388 .1660 7.8 6.026 

Ba 9120 1.096 5129 2.9 54 3.467 1622 7.9 6.166 

si 8913 1.122 5012 3.0 ig 2818 55 3.548 1585 8.0 6.310 
fe 8710 1.148 4898 3.1 2754 5.6 3.631 1549 8.1 6.457 
: 8511 1.175 4786 3.2 2692 5.7 3.715 1514 8.2 6.607 
: 8318 1.202 4677 3.3 2630 5.8 3.802 1479 8.3 6.761 
. 8128 1.230 4571 3.4 2570 5.9 3.891 1445 84 6.918 

7 7943 («10.2859 "446708 2512 60 3.981 — 1413 8.5 ~—«7.080 
. 7763 11 -:1.288 4365 3.6 2455 6.1 4.074 1380 8.6 7.244 
; 7586 12 1.318 4266 3.7 2399 6.2 4.169 1349 8.7 7.413 . 
; 7413 13 1.349 4169 3.8 (2344 6.3 4.266 1318 8.8 7.586 
‘ 7244 14 1.380 4074 3.9 2291 6.4 4.365 1288 8.9 7.763 

‘ _— — = = 2239 2~=«6.SSC« AGT 1259 «9.0 7.943 
. 2188 6.6 4.571 1230 9.1 8.128 

; 2138 6.7 4.677 .1202 9.2 8.318 
2089 6.8 4.786 1175 93 8511 
2042 6.9 4.898 1148 9.4 8.710 

= ‘ae 1995 0 «5.012 1122 95 8.913 
: 1950 ‘15.129 1096 9.6 9.120 

1906 2 5.248 1072 9.7 9.333 
1862 [3 5.370 1047 9.8 9.550 
1820 4 5,495 1023 99 9.772 



TABLE III. Power Ratios (Coneluded). 

-03236 

P,/P, db 

1000 10.0 
09772 10.1 
09550 10.2 
09333 10.3 
09120 10.4 

08913 10.5 
08710 10.6 
08511 10.7 
08318 10.8 
08128 10.9 

07943 11.0 = 12 
07763 11.1 
07586 11.2 
07413 11.3 
07244 11.4 

07080 11.5 
06918 11.6 
06761 11.7 
06607 11.8 
06457 11.9 

06310 12.0 
06166 12.1 
06026 12.2 
05888 12.3 
05754 12.4 

05623 12.5 
05495 12.6 
05370 12.7 
05248 12.8 
05129 12.9 

05012 13.0 
04898 13.1 
04786 13.2 
04677 13.3 
04571 13.4 

04467 13.5 
04365 13.6 
04266 13.7 
04169 13.8 
04074 13.9 

03981 14.0 
03891 14.1 
03802 14.2 
03715 14.3 
03631 14.4 

03548 14.5 
03467 14.6 
03388 14.7 
03311 14.8 

-01023 

P/P, db P,/P, 
03162 15.0 31.62 
03090 15.1 32.36 
03020 15.2 33.11 
02951 15.3 33.88 
02884 15.4 24.67 

02818 15.5 35.48 
02754 15.6 36.31 
02692 15.7 37.15 
02630 15.8 38.02 
02570 15.9 38.90 

02512 16.0 39,81 
02455 16.1 40.74 
02399 16.2 41.69 
02344 16.3 42.66 
02291 16.4 43.65 

02239 16.5 44.67 
02188 16.6 45.71 
02138 16.7 46,77 
02089 16.8 47.86 
02042 16.9 48.98 

01995 17.0 50.12 
01950 17.1 51.29 
01906 17.2 52.48 
01862 17.3 53.70 
01820 17.4 54.95 

01778 «617.5 = 56.23 
01738 «17.6 57.54 
01698 17.7 58.88 
01660 17.8 60.26 
01622 17.9 61.66 

01585 18.0 63.10 
01549 18.1 64.57 
01514 18.2 66.07 
01479 18.3 67.61 
01445 18.4 69.18 

01413 18.5 70.80 
01380 18.6 = 72.44 
01349 «18.7 74.13 
01318 18.8 75.86 
01288 18.9 77.63 
01259 19.0 79.43 
01230 19.1 81.28 
01202 19.2 83,18 
01175 «19.3 85.11 
01148 19.4 87.10 

01122 19.5 = 89,13 
01096 19.6 91.20 
01072 19.7 93.33 
01047 19.8 95.50 
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AES News 

AES Third Annual West Coast Convention--February 1955 

The Third Annual Los Angeles Audio Fair and AES Convention 

was held February 9-13, 1955, at the Alexandria Hotel in Los An- 

geles. Approximately 30,000 people attended the Fair, which was 

sponsored by the Los Angeles section of the AES in cooperation with 

the Audio Components Distributors’ Association. On Thursday and 

Friday, February 10 and 11, the AES Technical Sessions were held 

(see “Program of Technical Sessions” below). On Thursday evening, 

February 10, the exhibits were opened to all trade personnel present ; 

on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, February 11, 12, and 13, respec- 

tively, the exhibits were thrown open to the public. 

The Annual Banquet of the Los Angeles section of the AES was 

held on Wednesday evening, February 9, at the Alexandria Hotel. 

Installation of the Los Angeles Section officers for 1955, the presenta- 

tion of awards and certificates of “recognition and appreciation” were 

features of the evening, along with the elevation of a number of 

AES members to Fellow membership. 

Boyp E. McKnicut received a Citation “in appreciation of his 

contribution of time, effort and ability, devoted to the welfare of 

the Society and the members it serves.” 

Wiriram L. Cara, C. T. Kierutrr, and Harry N. Reizes, each 

received a document reading, “Certificate in recognition of the time 

and effort devoted to developing the Audio Fairs in the best interests 

of industry and the public.” 

Fellowships in the AES were awarded to: Rap E. ALLison, 

ALexis BapMAIEFF, EMMANUEL BERLANT, ArTHUR C. Davis, Wi- 

LIAM A. PALMER, WILLIAM V. Stancit, Howarp M. TreMaArne, and 

Epwarp H. Urcke. Biographies of the new Fellows appear below. 

Recipients of awards, fellowships and certificates of “appreciation and recognition” at the AES Banquet, held February 9, 1955, at 
the Alexandria Hotel in Los Angeles. The B anquet was one of the high points of the AES’s Third Annual West Coast Convention. 

Left to right, front row: William Cara, Ralph Allison, Emmanuel Berlant, William Palmer, Boyd McKnight, Harry Reizes, Emmer- 
' son Whitehouse (accepting for Edward Uecke). 
Badmaieff. 

Second row: C. T. Kierulff, William Stancil, Arthur Davis, Howard Tremaine, Alexis 
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AES THIRD ANNUAL WEST COAST CONVENTION lll 

Boyd E. McKnight receives Special Citation from Richard F. 
Hastings, Western Vice-President of the AES. 

AES Fellows 

Ratpn E. Atiison was born in Grundy Center, Iowa, on May 

12, 1908. He received his B.E.E. degree from the University of 

Minnesota in 1930. He joined the long lines department of A. T. & T. 

in Minneapolis in 1929, and the following year went to Bell Tele- 

phone Laboratories. During 1933 and 1934, Mr. Allison did graduate 

work at the University of Minnesota. In 1935 he founded the Audio 

Development Company in Minneapolis and was the president of that 

company between 1936 and 1951. From 1949 to date his connection 

has been the Allison Laboratories of Puente, California, where he has 

specialized in development work in the audiometric and noise-measur- 

ing equipment fields. 

Mr. Allison is a Senior Member of the IRE, a Member of the 

Acoustical Society of America and a Member of the AIEE. He holds 

approximately twenty patents, issued or pending, covering equipment 

for the testing of hearing, noise-measuring equipment and also variable 

inductors. Mr. Allison is a registered professional electrical engineer 

in Minnesota and California. 

Avexis BapMaterr was born in Petrograd, Russia, in 1912, was 

brought to the United States in 1922 and naturalized as an American 

citizen in 1941. He received his B.S. degree in electrical engineering 

in 1936 from Warsaw (Poland) Poly. From 1936 to 1941 Mr. Bad- 

maieff was occupied with general motion picture technology. 

Between 1941 and 1946 he served as an engineer with RCA-Victor, 

engaging in war work with the research and development departments. 

From 1946 to 1952, Mr. Badmaieff was a consulting engineer in elec- 

tronics, motion pictures, optics, mechanics, and acoustics. Since 1952 

he has been director of research for the Altec Lansing Corporation. 

In 1950 he was nominated for an award by the Academy of Motion 

Picture Arts and Sciences for his work in developing a 150-pound 

magnetic sound-recording channel. 

A Member .of the SMPTE, Mr. Badmaieff holds twenty-four U. S. 

and foreign patents in electronics, optics, and mechanics. 

EMMANUEL Bertant was born in Tel Aviv, Palestine, in 1911, and 

attended Chester High School, in Chester, Pennsylvania, and then the 

University of Beirut in the Near East. He held a number of engineer- 

ing positions before World War II. At the beginning of the war he 

was director of research and development for Optical Research, Inc. 

While there, he developed the “low-temperature high-mass” lens 

coating technique, the Robotron camera, a 70-mm Combat camera, 

and various optical production techniques. 

In 1943, he joined the Army Pictorial Service as supervisor of the 

Research and Development Laboratories and Materiel Testing Lab- 

oratories of the Signal Corps Photographic Center in Astoria, N. Y. 

After the war, he organized Berlant Associates in partnership with 

Harlan Thompson and Fredric March for the purpose of doing re- 

search and providing engineering consultation to the motion picture 

industry. In 1950, the company began producing recording equip- 

ment. Mr. Berlant is a Member of the SMPTE. 

Artuur C. Davis was born in 1908 in Salt Lake City, Utah. He 

began working in the electronic field in 1926. After five years with 

the Western Electric Company in telephone installation work, he 

became involved in the audio aspects of motion pictures, finally be- 

came an installation and transmission engineer, handling large studio 

installations. 

In 1937 he founded the Cinema Engineering Company. Here, he 

participated in the development and manufacture of many different 

kinds of audio components and systems. He designed and built the 

first special volume controls used in making Disney’s Fantasia. 

Mr. Davis has also designed and built attenuators, magnetic recorders, 

and disc- and film-recording equipment for the motion-picture and 

broadcast industries. In 1953, Mr. Davis sold the Cinema Engineering 

Company to the Aerovox Corporation; he is now in charge of the 

Western Research Laboratories, a division of the Aerovox Corporation. 

Raceu E. ALLison A.exis BADMAIEFF 
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Artuur C. Davis EMMANUEL BERLANT 

WittiaM J. Parmer was born in Oakland, California, in 1911. He 

received his A.B. degree in electrical engineering from the Stanford 

University School of Engineering in 1932. The following year, Mr. 

Palmer designed and built a 16-mm sound-on-film recording system. 

The latter was first used in the production of “Bridging San Francisco 

Bay,” which was produced entirely in 16 mm, a practice far less 

common then than it is today. In 1936, Mr. Palmer organized W. A. 

Palmer and Company—later incorporated as W. A. Palmer Films, 

Inc.—to produce industrial and educational motion pictures. He 

developed a method for the optical printing of 16-mm Kodachrome; 

his approach apparently was intended to improve sound quality by 

getting around some of the classic difficulties from which the 16-mm 

field had suffered (and still suffers) due to the emulsion position 

problem. From 1942 to 1945, Mr. Palmer’s company made training 

films in color for the U.S. Navy. Between 1947 and 1949, in associa- 

tion with J. T. Mullin, he developed an Americanized version of the 

German Magnetophon tape recorder and integrated it into film pro- 

duction. During 1947, he served as a consultant with the Ampex 

Corporation in the development of that company’s tape recorder. 

In 1952, he turned to kinescope recording and evolved a camera 

whose purpose it was to avoid “shutter bar”. That same year, he 

produced an experimental series of television programs, utilizing closed- 

circuit kinescope recording, prescored music, negative-image release 

prints and special direct-positive variable-density sound tracks. 

In 1953, he received a citation from the Northern California 

Academy of Television for his kinescope recording method. From 

1953 to the present, he has been technical director of a taped education 

music radio series. 

Mr. Palmer is a registered professional engineer in California and 

is a Member of the SMPTE. 

Wriuiam V. Stancit was born in Elwood, Indiana, in 1909. He 

worked as a broadcast engineer with radio station WEXL, at Royal 

Oak, Michigan, in 1926, and attended Michigan State College during 

1927 and 1928. Mr. Stancil went to Wilding Picture Productions as a 

sound engineer in 1929 and then went to MGM Studios in Hollywood, 

as a laboratory technician. Between 1930 and 1932 he devoted him- 

self to sound engineering at various Hollywood studios. From 1932 

to 1934 he served as laboratory head of Jam Handy Picture Services, 

Detroit, returning to Hollywood in 1934 to work once again as a 

sound engineer. In 1939 he joined Norman B. Neeley Enterprises, 

Hollywood, as a field engineer. During 1939 and 1940 he was a con- 

JOURNAL OF THE AUDIO ENGINEERING SOCIETY 

sulting engineer in the film capital. In 1941, Mr. Stancil went to the 

Motorola Radio Company in the capacity of field engineer, leaving 

that company in 1945 to serve on the Manhattan Project at the Cali- 

fornia Institute of Technology. He has been self-employed since 1945 

and is currently president of the Stancil-Hoffman Corporation. 

H. M. Tremarve was born in 1901, in Minneapolis, Minnesota. He 

was an amateur wireless operator before World War I, and after the 

war, manufactured wireless apparatus in Philadelphia. He was asso- 

ciated with the Victor Talking Machine Company when that com- 

pany developed its first electrical reproducing machine. 

In 1923, Mr. Tremaine moved to California, where he worked as a 

sound engineer in the motion picture industry for twenty-five years. 

During World War II he served five years as an electronics officer, 

with the rank of Lieutenant Commander in the U. S. Navy. He is 

currently Civilian Chief of the Sound Section, USAF Lookout Moun- 

tain Laboratory, Hollywood. 

WiuuM J. PALMER WituiaM V. STANCIL 

Mr. Tremaine was Chairman of the Los Angeles Section of the 

Audio Engineering Society in 1951, its treasurer in 1952, and has 

received an award from the Los Angeles Section for outstanding 

service. He held the office of West Coast Vice-President of the AES 

in 1952. 

H. M. TREMAINE 
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PROGRAM OF TECHNICAL SESSIONS ’ 113 

Mr. Tremaine’s other affiliations include membership in the SMPTE, 

the Sapphire Club, and International Sound Technicians, Local 695. 

He is a registered electrical engineer in California. 

Some time ago, Mr. Tremaine authored a series of thirteen articles 

on sound engineering for Radio and Television News. He has written 

for various national publications and has presented a number of papers 

before the AES. 

E. H. Uecke studied electrical engineering at the California Institute 

of Technology. From there he went to work for R.K.O. Studios in 

the capacity of chief electrician. Later, he joined the Packard Bell 

Company as a project engineer, ultimately becoming assistant chief 

engineer. During this period, he returned to California Institute of 

Technology for a year of special courses in electronics and in radio 

engineering. In due time, he left Packard Bell to become assistant 

chief engineer with Capitol Records, Inc., in Hollywood, and in 1949, 

was designated chief engineer. 

Mr. Uecke is a Member of the SMPTE and of the IRE, and serves 

on the Engineering Committee of the RIAA. 

Retiring Officers (as of February, 1954), Los Angeles Section, 
AES. Left to right: Olin Dupy, Treasurer; Allan Wolff, Vice- 
Chairman; Herbert Farmer, Chairman; Daniel Wiegand, Secretary. 

Program of Technical Sessions 
Thursday—February 10, 1955 

AUDIO SYSTEMS—10:30 A.M.—12:00 Noon 

Chairman: Allan Bodge 

Audio Devices, Inc., Los Angeles 

Sounp DistrisuTion, Usinc THE RETMA 70.7-Vott Line 

Oris Nussbaum, Triad Transformer Corp., Los Angeles, Calif. 

This paper covers the theory and application of constant voltage lines 

in the distribution of sound, where multiple speakers are to be operated 

at different levels, without the use of potentiometers, pads or other 

attenuation devices. Amplifiers and matching transformer require- 

ments will be discussed from the viewpoint of making practical in- 

stallations. 

Officers for 1955, Los Angeles Section, AES. 
omas Gibbons, Treasurer; Olin Dupy, Vice-Chairman; Sidney 

Alder, Chairman; Fritz Held, Secretary. 

Left to right: 

Avpio System Breap-Boarpinc: PropLem AND SOLUTION 

Dick Tice, U. M. & F. Mfg. Corp., North Hoilywood, Calif. 

This paper deals with the problem of bringing circuit ideas together 

into a working system. It discusses conventional methods and their 

many shortcomings, particularly the difficulties of layout modification, 

circuit tracing and their tendency to produce shaky tangles of com- 

ponents. The author offers as a solution a laboratory-developed 

method for mounting components upon individual card-modules. By 

combining accessibility with ease of modification, this approach tends 

to systematize experimental layouts and stimulate the designer to try 

interesting circuit variations. 

StrereopHONIC Recorpinc AND Re-REcoRDING 

Douglas O. Williams, Twentieth Century Fox Studios, Hollywood, 

Calif. 

The application of stereophonic sound principles to CinemaScope 

pictures presented many problems. This paper presents some of the 

techniques that developed to solve the problems that arose in 

original recording of dialogue, music and sound effects, and in the 

final re-recording of the picture. 

AUDIO SYSTEMS—1:30 P.M.—3:30 P.M. 

Chairman: Herbert C. Farmer 

US.C., Dept. of Cinema 

FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTICS OF A SouND Rernrorcinc SysTeM 

William B. Snow, Consulting Engineer, Santa Monica, Calif. 

This paper appears in full in the present issue of the JouRNAL. 

See Table of Contents. 

Avupio APPLICATIONS OF TRANSISTORS 

Lawrence W. Schmidt, Hydro-Aire Mig. Co., Burbank, Calif. 

The development, manufacturing and assembly problems encountered 

in the manufacture of different types of transistors are presented. 

The author also deals with the practical applications of junction tran- 

sistors in phono-preamplifiers, instrument amplifiers, power ampli- 

fiers and broadcast receivers. 
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A GenerAL Purpose PreamMp.irier Usrnc Etcuep Circuitry 

Kenyon B. Howard, Tri-Dex Electronics, Lindsay, Calif. 

The electrical and mechanical design features of a compact, general- 

purpose, etched-circuit preamplifier for high-fidelity and general use 

are described. Features of the preamplifier include “one-hole,” front- 

panel mounting, and a plug-in connection for all power, input and 

output circuits, optional 250- or 100,000-ohm inputs, a level control 

isolated from input and output circuits, a built-in decoupling network 

and choice of heater voltages and currents. A single 12AY7 tube, 

with negative feedback around the first stage, affords up to 15 volts 

output and 20 db of over-all gain. The design is compact and suit- 

able for assembly by mass production dip-soldering methods. 

StereopHonic SouND For Home APPLICATION 

C. M. Brainerd, Master Electronics Co., Hollywood, Calif. 

This paper deals with the problems of installing stereophonic sound 

systems in the home. The author discusses the limitations imposed 

by cost, esthetic balance, and home furnishing motifs, as well as the 

electronic and acoustic problems involved. Discussed, too, is the 

problem of locating the system for operating convenience. 

Friday—February 11, 1955 

RECORDING—10:30 A.M.—12:00 Noon 

Chairman: Allan Wolff 

Westrex Corporation 

Automatic Tare RECORDING 

Richard K. Hoskin, Berlant Associates, Los Angeles, Calif. 

A practical demonstration and explanation of the problems involved 

in designing the new B.A.R.-1 Berlant automatic recorder. 

PracticaL Tape DUPLICATION 

Ross H. Snyder, Ampex Corporation, Redwood City, Calif. 

Design considerations affecting the manufacture of a tape duplicating 

apparatus are presented. These include acceptable signal-to-noise 

ratio, frequency response, distortion, and timing stability. Alter- 

native desirable operating methods are considered. According to the 

author, the high-speed production of a relatively small number of 

copies from each one of a large number of master tapes calls for very 

different apparatus from that required for the production of large 

numbers of copies from a relatively small number of master tapes. 

A reasonable compromise with both operating methods is proposed. 

The problem of equalization is dealt with. 

Macnetic Recorpinc In GEOPHYSICAL EXPLORATION 

Merrill L. Swan, United Geophysical Company, Inc., Pasadena, Calif. 

Since the reflection seismograph is one of the principal exploration 

tools used for oil and gas prospecting, any basic improvement in its 

JOURNAL OF THE AUDIO ENGINEERING SOCIETY 

performance can be of considerable importance Magnetic recording 

techniques show promise of increasing the capabilities and usefulness 

of the reflection seismograph, and considerable efforts are being made 

to incorporate these techniques. A summary of present commercially 

available magnetic recorders will be given. 

EQUIPMENT & TECHNIQUES—1:30 P.M.—3:30 P.M. 

Chairman: Boyd McKnight 

Koessler Sales Co., Los Angeles, Calif. 

Non-Unirormity oF Macnetic Recorpinc TAPes 

John M. Leslie, Jr., Ampex Corporation, Redwood City, Calif. 

The author discusses the frequency response variations exhibited by 

a given recorder, due to differences among rolls of magnetic tape of 

the same type made by the same manufacturer, among different types 

of tape made by the same manufacturer; and also among different 

tapes made by different manufacturers. The variation caused by re- 

peated usage of a given tape are described. Also included is a com- 

parison of the various tapes as to frequency response, bias point, level 

and distortion. 

Tue Pxono-Tare MECHANISM 

James H. Sibbet, James H. Sibbet Co., Pasadena, Calif. 

The phono-tape mechanism is a mechanical tape transport system 

utilizing a phonograph as a modified basic source, and an accessory— 

holding one or more magnetic heads—mounted at one corner of the 

phonograph. The capstan, take-up reel, and supply reel are mounted 

in axial alignment on the center spindle of the turntable. The phono- 

tape mechanism does not contribute more than 0.2 percent of wow 

or flutter, claims the author; its frequency response is dependent on 

the quality of the playback head employed. A variety of heads may be 

used. Capstans for all standard speeds are available. 

MIL-T-27 ProcuREMENT PROBLEMS 

Eugene L. Haikin, Triad Transformer Corp., Los Angeles, Calif. 

This paper appears in full in the present issue of the JouRNAL. 

See Table of Contents. 

MEASUREMENT OF FLUTTER AND Wow In TAPE REcoRDING 

John T. Mullin, Bing Crosby Enterprises, Hollywood, Calif. 

The specifications of all tape recorders intended for professional and 

instrumentation purposes include performance figures concerning 

flutter and wow. Different measurement techniques tend to give 

divergent results, contends the author. The particular method em- 

ployed by the author’s company is described. The results obtained 

are compared with those yielded by other methods. 
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Exhibitors At Audio Fair--Los Angeles 

Following are the companies which partici- 

pated in the Audio Fair—Los Angeles and 

their products. 

Acousti Craft 

14122 Aetna St., Van Nuys, Calif. 

Loudspeaker baffles; equipment cabinets; 

loudspeaker enclosures. 

Altec Lansing Corporation 

9356 Santa Monica B!vd., Beverly Hills, 

Calif. 

Loudspeakers; condenser microphones; loud- 

speaker enclosures; accessories; amplifiers; 

preamplifiers. 

Ampex Corporation 

934 Charter St., Redwood City, Calif. 

Tape recording and reproducing equipment. 

Arcturus Manufacturing Corp. 

4301 Lincoln Blvd., Venice, Calif. 

Tape recorders. 

Audio Components Distributors Association 

1415 W. Magnolia Blvd., Burbank, Calif. 

Trade association. 

Audio Devices, Inc. 

444 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y. 

Tape in color, on colored reels. Tape on 

standard base and on Mylar polyester base 

for instrumentation purposes; magnetic film 

for motion-picture applications; recording 

blanks; phonograph needles and styli. 

Audio Engineering Society 

Los Angeles Section 

3518 University Ave., Los Angeles 7, Calif. 

Professional society for the advancement of 

the theory and practice of audio engineering 

and closely related arts. 

The Audio Fair—Los Angeles, Inc. 

358 S. Bentley Ave., Los Angeles 49, Calif. 

Audio Fair show management. 

Audiogersh Corp. 

23 Park Pl., New York 7, N. Y. 

Record changers; record players; accessories. 

Audio Marketing Services 

860 N. Vine St., Los Angeles 38, Calif. 

Distributors: Recorded tapes; amplifiers; 

preamplifiers; loudspeakers; cabinets and 

enclosures. 

Audio Products Corp. 

2265 Westwood Blvd., Los Angeles 64, 

Calif. 

Packaged plug-in voltage amplifiers. 

Ralph Auf Der Heide 

P.O. Box 201, Altadena, Calif. 
Distributor: Records; loudspeakers; phono- 

graph cartridges. 

Beam Instrument Corp. 

350 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N. Y. 

Loudspeakers; preamplifiers; amplifiers. 

Bell Sound Systems, Inc. 

555 Marion Road, Columbus 7, Ohio 

Audio components; tape recorders; audio 

components for multichannel stereophonic 

systems. 

Berlant-Concertone 

4917 W. Jefferson Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 

Tape recorders and accessories. 

David Bogen Co., Inc. 

29 Ninth Ave., New York 14, N. Y. 

Amplifiers; tuners; audio system; 

players. 

Bradley Mfg. Co., Inc. 

11 W. Magnolia Blvd., Burbank, Calif. 

Plastic record covers. 

British Industries Corp. 

164 Duane St., New York 13, N. Y. 

Distributors: Record changers; phonograph 

equipment; amplifiers; loudspeakers; en- 

closures. 

California Cabinet Co. 

522 S. San Pedro St., Los Angeles, Calif. 

Cabinets and enclosures for television and 

sound equipment. 

California Record Distributors 

2962 W. Pico, Los Angeles, Calif. 

Distributors: Phonograph records. 

record 

Capitol Records, Inc. 

Sunset and Vine Sts., Hollywood, Calif. 

Phonograph records. 

Conrac, Inc. 
19217 E. Foothill Blvd., Glendora, Calif. 

Custom television chassis; remote-control 

units. 

Craig Movie Supply Co. 

1053 S. Olive St., Los Angeles, Calif. 

Distributors: Tape recorders and accessories ; 

record players; turntables. 

Daystrom Electric Corp. 
Crestwood Recorder Division 

753 Main St., Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 

Magnetic tape recorders. 

D & R Ltd. 
402 E. Gutierrez, Santa Barbara, Calif. 

Turntables; flutter and wow bridge; distor- 

tion analyzer. 

Electro-Voice, Inc. 
Cecil and Carroll Sts., Buchanan, Mich. 

Crystal and ceramic phonograph pickups and 

cartridges ; microphones ; loudspeakers ; driver 
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units; cellular and diffraction horns; cross- 

over networks; speaker enclosures; FM and 

television boosters; preamplifiers; amplifiers; 
equipment consoles. 

Fairchild Recording Equipment Co. 

154th St. and 7th Ave., Whitestone, N. Y. 

Moving-coil cartridges and accessories; plug- 

in transcription arms; turret-head transcrip- 

tion arms; preamplifier-equalizers. 

Fenton Company 

15 Moore St., New York 4, N. Y. 

Tape recorders; record changers; remote- 

control hearing aids for television; pillow 

speakers; miniature earsets; uhf converters; 

vhf boosters. 

Ferranti Electric Inc. 

30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y. 
Phonograph pickups. 

Fisher Radio Corp. 

21-21 44th Dr., Long Island City 1, N. Y. 

Amplifiers; audio-contol units; filters; horns; 

phonograph cartridges; preamplifiers; pre- 

amplifier-equalizers; AM-FM tuners. 

Fortnight Magazine 

748 N. La Cienega, Los Angeles 46, Calif. 

Publishers: Fortnight Magazine. 

Garrard Sales Corp. 

164 Duane St., New York, N. Y. 

Record changers and accessories. 

General Electric Company 

RTVD #5, Electronics Park, Syracuse, 

N. %. 

Audio equipment and phonograph accessories. 

Harman-Kardon, Inc. 

520 Main St., Westbury, N. Y. 

AM-FM tuners; FM tuners; preamplifiers; 

amplifiers. 

Helenal Enterprises 

1815 Thayer Ave., Los Angeles 25, Calif. 

Audio amplifiers; loudspeaker system. 

High Fidelity Magazine 

The Publishing House, Great Barrington, 

Mass. 

Publisher: High Fidelity Magazine. 

International Electronics Corp. 

159 Howell St., Dallas, Texas 

Loudspeakers. 

International Scientific Industries Corp. 

3101 E. 42nd St., Minneapolis 6, Minn. 

Tape recorders; tape players; tape transports. 

Jensen Manufacturing Co. 

6601 S. Laramie Ave., Chicago 38, II. 

Loudspeakers ; cabinets. 
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Karlson Associates, Inc. 
1483 Coney Island Ave., Brooklyn 30, 

N. Y. 

Loudspeaker enclosures. 

Klipsch & Associates 

P.O. Box 64, Hope, Arkansas 

Corner-horn loudspeakers. 

James B. Lansing Sound, Inc. 
2439 Fletcher Dr., Los Angeles 39, Calif. 

Loudspeakers; loudspeaker systems and en- 

closures. 

London Records of California 

445 S. La Brea, Los Angeles, Calif. 

Phonograph records. 

Magnasyne Manufacturing Co., Ltd. 

5517-23 Satsuma Ave., N. Hollywood, 

Calif. 

Professional magnetic film recorders. 

Magnecord, Inc. 

1101 S. Kilbourn Ave., Chicago 24, Ill. 

Professional magnetic tape recording equip- 

ment. 

Martin Mann Associates 
8346 Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles 48, Calif. 

Distributors: loudspeakers and enclosures; 

AM-FM tuners; amplifiers; phonograph 

arms and cartridges; preamplifiers. 

Mercury Record Corp. 

35 E. Wacker Dr., Chicago, III. 

Phonograph records. 

Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co. 

900 Fauquier Ave., St. Paul 6, Minn. 

Magnetic tapes and accessory items. 

Morgan Sound 

5715 Camerford Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 

Loudspeaker enclosures; horns. 

McIntosh Laboratory, Inc. 

320 Water St., Binghamton, N. Y. 

Power amplifiers; preamplifiers. 

National Company, Inc. 

61 Sherman St., Malden, Mass. 

Audio amplifiers; preamplifiers; AM-FM 

tuners. 

Newcomb Audio Products Co. 

6824 Lexington Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif. 

Amplifiers ; tuners. 

Omegatape (International Pacific 

Recording Corp.) 

7511 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles, 
Calif. 

Recorded tape. 

Orradio Industries 

Opelika, Alabama 

Standard and Mylar-base recording tape; 

tape recording accessories. 
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The Pentron Corp. 
777 S. Tripp Ave., Chicago 24, Ill. 

Professional and portable tape recorders; 

multichannel stereophonic tape recorders; 

tape recording components for custom instal- 

lations and portable use; accessories. 

Perlmuth-Colman & Associates 

2419 S. Grand Ave., Los Angeles 7, Calif. 

Phonographs; tape recorders; phonograph 

needles ; converters. 

Pilot Radio Corp. 

37-06 36th St., Long Island City 1, N. Y. 

Audio amplifiers; AM and FM tuners; pre- 

amplifiers. 

Radio-Electronics 
25 W. Broadway, New York, N. Y. 

Publishers: Radio-Electronics Magazine; 

magazines and books. 

Radio Magazines, Inc. (Audio) 

204 Front St., Mineola, N. Y. 

Publishers: Audio Magazine; Audio Anthol- 

ogy; Second Audio Anthology; books. 

Radio Station KCBH 

456 N. Rodeo Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 

Radio broadcast station. 

Radio & Television News 

366 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y. 

Publishers: Radio and Television News; 

Popular Electronics. 

Reeves Soundcraft Corp. 

10 E. 52nd St., New York, N. Y. 

Magnetic recording materials; quarter-inch 

tape; oxide-coated motion-picture film. 

Regency Division of 1.D.E.A., Inc. 

7900 Pendleton Pike, Indianapolis 26, Ind. 

Amplifiers; preamplifiers; FM tuners; AM- 

FM tuners. 

Rek-O-Kut Company 

38-01 Queens Blvd., Long Island City 1, 

N. Y. 

Turntables; disc recorders. 

Revere Camera Co. 

320 E. 21st St., Chicago 16, Ill. 

Tape recorders. 

Rockbar Corporation 

215 E. 37th St., New York 16, N. Y. 

Record changers; players; cartridges; acces- 

sories. 

The Sargent-Rayment Co. 

1401 Middle Harbor Rd., Oakland, Calif. 

Tuners; amplifiers; preamplifier tone con- 
trols. 

Hermon Hosmer Scott, Inc. 

385 Putnam Ave., Cambridge 39, Mass. 

Amplifiers; equalizer-preamplifiers; noise 

suppressors ; tuners; turntables. 

Sherwood Electronic Laboratories 

1406 S. Grand Ave., Los Angeles 15, Calif. 
Amplifiers. 

Sonotone Corp. 

P.O. Box 200, Elmsford, N. Y. 

Ceramic cartridges. 

Stephens Manufacturing Corp. 

8538 Warner Dr., Culver City, Calif. 

Loudspeakers; enclosures; sound systems; 

miniature condenser microphones; amplifiers. 

Stereo Sound Society 

6907 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles 38, Calif. 

Dedicated to furtherance of the techniques of 

stereophonic sound recording and reproduc- 

tion. 

Stromberg Carlson Co. 

1225 Clifford St., Rochester, N. Y. 

Tuners; amplifiers; loudspeakers; enclosures ; 
audio systems. 

Technical Tape Corporation 

177th St. & Harlem River Terrace, Morris 

Heights, Bronx 53, N. Y. 

Recording tape and allied products. 

Telectrosonic Corp. 

35-18 37th St., Long Island City, N. Y. 

Tape recorders; tape transport mechanisms. 

The Tetrad Company, Inc. 

62 Saint Mary St., Yonkers 2, N. Y. 

Diamond phonograph styli. 

Theme Magazine 

4253 Farmdale Ave., N. Hollywood, Calif. 

Publishers: Theme Magazine. 

Thorens Company 

New Hyde Park, New York 

Record changers; transcription turntables; 

record players. 

Tung-Sol Electric, Inc. 

95 Eighth Ave., Newark 4, N. J. 

Electron tubes. 

University Loudspeakers 
80 S. Kensico Ave., White Plains, N. Y. 

Loudspeakers; enclosures; accessories. 

V-M Corporation 

4216 W. Jefferson Blvd., Los Angeles 16, 

Calif. 

Record changers; amplifiers; tape recorders. 

Weathers Industries 

6907 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 

Phonograph pickups; phonograph. 

Webster Chicago Corp. 

1148 South Grand Ave., Los Angeles 15, 

Calif. 

Record changers; magnetic tape recorders; 

wire recorder. 

Westminster Recording Co., Inc. 

275 Seventh Ave., New York 1, N. Y. 

Phonograph records. 
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Chairman: 

Secretary: 

Papers: 

Papers: 

Chairman: 

Secretary: 

Papers: 

Chairman: 

Secretary: 

Papers: 

Section Meetings 

Los ANGELES 
Sidney Alder 

Fritz Held, 666 W. Harvard, Glendale, Calif. 

“Miniaturization in Professional Magnetic Film Recording 

Equipment,” D. J. White, Magnasync Corp., February 

22, 1955 

“Is Hi Fi Worth the Effort?” Panel discussion led by 

Boyd McKnight, North American Aviation, February 

22, 1955 

“The Mission and Facilities of U. S. Navy Electronics 

Laboratory,” S. H. Sessions, U.S.N.E.L., March 29, 1955 

“A High-Level Sound Reproducing System,” George W. 

Somes, U.S.N.E.L., March 29, 1955 

“A New Diaphragm-type Loudspeaker Enclosure,” George 

Coates and Paul O. Thompson, U.S.N.E.L., March 29, 

1955 

“Design Fundamentals for Audio Amplifiers,” Martin V. 

Kiebert, Jr., Convair Guided Missiles Division, April 

26, 1955 

New York 

“Exploring for Sound,” P. P. Kellogg, Cornell University, 

February 10, 1955 

“Loudspeaker and Baffle Considerations for Reproducing 

Adequate Bass Power,” Rudy Bozak, R. T. Bozak Co., 

March 15, 1955 

San Francisco 

William J. Rolly 

Robert C. Acker, 1434 Grizzly Peak Blvd., Berkeley 8, 

Calif. 

“Comparison of Magnetic Recording Tapes of Various 

Manufacturers,” John M. Leslie, Ampex Corporation, 

February 14, 1955 

Inspection Tour of Ampex Corporation’s Facilities, led by 

Ross H. Snyder, Ampex Corporation, March 14, 1955 

“Problems Associated with Phonograph Test Records, 

Arms, and Pickups,” Roy Long, Stanford Research 

Institute, April 11, 1955 

RENSSELAER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE 

Thomas Hill 

John D. McKendree, 30 Eighth St., Troy, New York 

“Extending Amplifier Bandwidth,” Thomas Hill, student, 

February 15, 1955 

“Loudspeaker Crossover Networks,” Steven Closs, student, 

March 3, 1955 
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“Infinite Feedback Amplifier,” Marcian Hoff, student, 

March 17, 1955 

“Stabilizing Feedback Amplifiers,’ Prince and White, 

General Electric Co., April 14, 1955 

Future Meetings 

Audio Engineering Society 

The 1955 Convention of the AES is scheduled for October 12-15, 

in New York City. Sessions will be held at the Hotel New Yorker. 

The annual New York Audio Fair (Audiorama) will run October 

13-16 inclusive. The annual banquet of the AES will take place on 

the evening of October 12, also at the Hotel New Yorker. 

American Society of Mechanical Engineers 

The Diamond Jubilee Annual Meeting of the ASME will be held 

November 13-18, in Chicago. The theme of this meeting will be “The 

Engineer and the World of Commerce and Industry.” 

Standards Engineers Society 

The 4th Annual Meeting of the Standards Engineers Society will be 

held at Hartford, Connecticut, on September 29 and 30, and on 

October 1. 

First Canadian Audio Show 

The first Canadian Audio Show was held February 3, 4, 5, 1955 

at the Windsor Hotel in Montreal. Endorsed by the Audio En- 

gineering Society, the show was organized by Emery Justus, of 

Canada, with the cooperation of Canadian, British, and American 

manufacturers of high-fidelity equipment and dealers. Over thirty 

companies exhibited. 

Rensselaer Section Elects Officers 

The Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute section held its annual election 

meeting on April 14, 1955. The following officers were elected: 

President Marcian Hoff 

Vice President Frank Bordon 
Secretary-Treasurer William Lee Vroom 

Election of Board members was postponed until the beginning of 

the fall semester. 
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Hmosni AMEMIYA 

Hirosu1 AMeMIYA was born in Tokyo, 

Japan, in 1927. He attended the University 

of Tokyo and received the degree of Bachelor 

of Engineering (Kogaku-shi) in electrical 

engineering in 1948. From 1948 to 1949 he 

was employed by the Japan Victor Com- 

pany, where he was concerned with the pro- 

duction of loudspeakers. In 1950, Mr. Ame- 

miya returned to the University of Tokyo for 

further study in communications engineering. 

He came to the United States in 1952 to par- 

ticipate in the International Educational Ex- 

change Program of the U. S. Government. 

During his stay here he studied at Cornell 

University and received his M.S. degree in 

1954. He is now a graduate student at the 

University of Tokyo. 

Mr. Amemiya is a member of the Institute 

of Electrical Communication Engineers of 

Japan, an Associate Member of the AES, and 

an Associate Member of the IRE. He is also 

a member of Sigma Xi. 

Ross M. Carreir 

Ross M. Carrett was born on July 27, 1927, 

in Des Moines, Iowa. He received his B.S. 
degree in electrical engineering from Iowa 

Journal Authors 

State College, Ames, Iowa, in 1949. Upon 

graduation, Mr. Carrell went to work for the 

Radio Corporation of America at their Cam- 

den, New Jersey, plant as a development en- 

gineer. He has two patent applications pend- 

ing in acoustics. Mr. Carrell is a member of 

the Acoustical Society of America and of the 

Professional Group on Audio of the IRE. 

A. M. Max’s biography appears in the Jan- 

uary 1955 issue of the Journat (3, No. 1, 

p. 63). 

Watter O. Stanton was born in Canton, 

Ohio in 1914. He studied electrical engineer- 

ing at Wayne University, Detroit, Michigan. 

During the late 1930’s, he was employed as a 

development engineer by the Electronic Con- 

trol Corporation, one of the first companies 

to apply electronics to the now widespread 

field of industrial automation. From 1940 to 

1943, he was vice-president and chief field 

engineer for the Detroit Universal Duplicator 

Company, where he developed and patented 

an electronic servo system which enabled any 

standard machine tool to produce complex 

contoured parts automatically. From 1943 

until 1948, Mr. Stanton was associated with 

the Control Instrument Company, a Bur- 

roughs division, as assistant to the vice-presi- 

dent in charge of engineering, and as a liaison 

engineer to military customers. He went to 

Pickering and Company, Inc., in 1948 and has 

served as chairman and president since 1950. 

Mr. Stanton has been responsible for com- 

ponent and systems developments in the fields 

of industrial control, fire control and audio, 

including the Fluxvalve pickup. A Member 

of the AES, Mr. Stanton was elected a Gov- 

ernor in 1953. 

Apert C. Travis, Jr., was born on May 13, 

1906 in New York City. He graduated from 

Harvard in 1929. Since then Mr. Travis has 

worked in three major fields—in the auto- 

motive field, in aviation, and in audio. He 

has worked as a consultant and equipment 
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Apert C. Travis, Jr. 

designer in the automotive field and has 
written on automotive ignition, carburetion, 

and electrical systems. Mr. Travis has had a 

total of eighteen years of experience as a 

commercial, non-airline pilot and as a mili- 

tary flight instructor. He was one of the de- 

signers of a fixed aerial gunnery training de- 

vice for the U. S. Air Force and the U. S. 

Navy and also manufactured this device. 

From 1940 to 1941, Mr. Travis served as 
sales manager for Audio Devices, Inc. He 

was vice-president in charge of sales for 

Reeves Soundcraft Corp. from 1946 to 1950. 

In 1951, he founded the Broadcast Equip- 

ment Specialties Corp. and is president and 

chief engineer of that company. Mr. Travis 

is a member of the AES. 

L. M. Wictncton was born in Anderson, 

South Carolina, on June 6, 1922. He received 

his B.E.E. degree from Clemson A and M 

College in June, 1943. From June 1943 to 

the present, Mr. Wigington has been associ- 

ated with the Engineering Products Depart- 

ment of RCA, first in Indianapolis, Indiana, 

and then in Camden, New Jersey. He has 

been a project engineer on various electro- 

acoustical transducers, and also engineering 

leader in charge of transducer development 

and of the Theatre and Industrial En- 

gineering Products Department. Mr. Wiging- 

ton is a member of the Acoustical Society of 
America. 

Biographies of E. L. Harxry, A. A. JANszEN, 

and W. B. Snow will appear in a subsequent 
issue of the JouRNAL. 

F. Hastings. 
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To AES members: Please help the Society grow by passing this blank on to a business associate, co-worker, 
friend, or acquaintance wt works in audio (or is interested in audio) and by acting as his or her sponsor. 

Application For Membership 

AUDIO ENGINEERING SOCIETY 
P. O. Box 12, Old Chelsea Station, New York 11, N. Y. 
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A Memeer, according to the constitution, may be any 
person active in audio engineering who has an academic 
degree or its equivalent in scientific or professional ex- 
perience in audio engineering or in a closely related field 
or art. Such a person shall, upon election, be entitled to 
all the rights and privileges of the society. 

An AssociATE MEMBER may be any person interested 
in the objectives of the Audio Engineering Society and, 
upon election, shall become entitled to all the rights and 
privileges of the Society except the right to vote or hold 
office or chairmanship of standing committees. 

A StupENT MEMBER may be any student interested in 
audio engineering and enrolled in a recognized school, 
college, or university. A Srup—ENT Memper is not eligible 
to vote or to serve on committees except in his own local 
section. 

Dues, according to the following schedule, should be 
enclosed with the application: 

NUMBER OF 
DUES* REFERENCES 

GRADE A B REQUIRED 

Member $3.75 $7.50 3 
Associate 3.00 6.00 2 
Student . 1.50 3.00 1 

* If date of application is October 1 to March 31, use Column B; 
if date is April 1 to September 30, use Column A. 

THE PURPOSE OF THE SOCIETY 

The Audio Engineering Society is an organization rep- 
resenting the profession whose field is the recording, trans- 
mission, and reproduction of those frequencies audible to 
the human ear. Its objects are the advancement of the 
theory and practice of audio engineering and its closely 
related arts, and the dissemination of important informa- 
tion in this field to its membership. The Society seeks to 
continue the progress which has been made in audio en- 
gineering since the days of the original telephone and 
continuing through the early microphones, loudspeakers, 
and amplifying devices. Many of the electronic develop- 
ments familiar to us today, such as broadcasting, sound 
motion pictures, and radiotelephony, had their beginnings 
in audio engineering. 

Each year the Society gives the following awards: The 
Emile Berliner Award for an outstanding development in 
the field of audio engineering, the John H. Potts 
Memorial Award to the person who has made an out- 

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS 

standing contribution to the improvement of audio en- 
gineering and the Audio Engineering Society Award to 
the person whose work has helped most the advancement 
of the Society. Honorary Memberships and Fellowships 
are awarded for past contributions to the profession. 

PUBLISHING 

Papers presented before conventions or meetings of the 
Society are often published in the Journal of the Audio 
Engineering Society, which is sent quarterly, without 
charge, to all members. Back issues of the Journal are 
available at reduced member prices. Occasional mailings 
are also made of news bulletins to members. 

MEETINGS AND SECTIONS 

The Audio Engineering Society holds conventions in 
the fall and winter of each year, during which technical 
papers are presented and exhibits made by manufacturers 
of equipment used in the audio field. No charge is made 
to members for admission to the convention. In addi- 
tion, local sections have been organized in various parts 
of the country, and abroad, which meet regularly for the 
presentation of technical papers and discussion of sub- 
jects of interest. Those members desiring to learn of 
sections in their vicinity or to form new sections should 
correspond with the Secretary. 

COMMITTEES 

The following committees are now active within the 
Society: Admissions; Awards; Constitution and By- 
Laws; Convention; Cooperative Research; Educational - 
Standards; Employment Register; Finance; Historical; 
Lecture Course; Membership; Nominations; Papers Pro- 
curement; Publications; Public Relations; Sections; 
Standards. Qualified members wishing to serve on any of 
these committees should address the chairman of the 
committee involved, giving full details of their relevant 
experience. 

OFFICERS 

The Society annually elects a President, Executive 
Vice-President, Central Vice-President, Western Vice- 
President, Secretary, and Treasurer for one-year terms, 
and three members of the six-man Board of Governors 
for a two-year term. 

PLEASE DO NOT WRITE IN THIS SPACE 

Application Dues Pay- 
Application Amount to Admissions ment to Application Date Membership Past 
Received Received Committee Treasurer Approved by Approved Card Papers 
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Tentative Program --- Seventh Annual Convention 

(Continued from inside front cover) 

Friday Morning—October 14, 1955 

STANDARDS AND MEASUREMENTS——9:30 A. M. 

Chairman: Sherman Fairchild 
Fairchild Recording Equipment Co., Whitestone, L. I., N. Y. 

Free-Fretp TecHnigves For SECONDARY STANDARD CALIBRATION OF 
MIcROPHONES 

Arnold Seligson, New York Naval Shipyard, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Locxep Concentric-Groovep Disc ror Use my MEASUREMENT OF 
Disc-REPRODUCER PERFORMANCE 

Jack Feinstein, New York Naval Shipyard, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Tone-Burst TEsTING 
C. J. LeBel, Audio Instrument Co., Inc., New York, N. Y. 

Some Experiences with Mass-Propuction Tare DvuPLICATING 
Cecil S. —— National Association of Educational Broadcasters, 

Urbana, Ill. 

Aspects oF DistorTION MEASUREMENT IN Sounp SysTEMS 
Mitchell A. Cotter, Consumers Union, Inc., Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 

Friday Afternoon—October 14, 1955 

Disc Recorpinc—1:30 P. M. 

Chairman: E. V. B. Kettleman 

RCA Victor Recording Division, Radio Corporation 
of America, New York, N. Y. 

Avupr1o Consote Desicn Notes 
Philip C. Erhorn, Audiofax Associates, Incorporated, New York, N. Y. 

ConsoLe FoR THE SELECTION AND TRANSMISSION OF DeLAvep Broap- 
CAST PROGRAMS 
2 ee 6 ee ee Se 

ork, N. Y 

A Comptete Disc-Recorpinc CHANNEL 
Stephen F. See, Dae Some, Yee 2 McKnight, Gotham Audio 

Development Corp., New York, N. Y 

Tue Hatr-Mi Driamonp For mE REcorps 
Emory Cook, Cook Laboratories, Inc., Stamford, Conn. 

Quatity Controt is Recorpinc-Stupio OPERATIONS 
Donald J. Plunkett, Capitol Records, Inc., New York, N. Y. 

Recent DEVELOPMENTS IN Precision MAster-Recorpinc LATHES 
Jerry B. Minter, Components Corporation, Denville, N. J. 

Tue Recorpinc or AceTATE Masters For THE ComMMERCIAL Recorp 
MANUFACTURER 

Allen Weintraub, Bell Sound Studios, Inc., New York, N. Y. 

A SeRVOMECHANISM For Automatic Disc-Feep ConTrot 
W. Robert Dresser, Graphic Recorders, Inc., Bridgeport, N. Y. 

Saturday Morning—October 15, 1955 

Hicu Fiperity, Goop + Bap?—9:30 A. M. 
Chairman: S. J. Begun 

Clevite-Brush Development Co. Cleveland, Ohio 

TonaL BaLance my ConventionaL Music 
none Pickering & Company, Inc., Oceanside, L. L., 

Barriers To Goop Recorp RepropucrTion 
Mitchell A. Cotter, Consumers Union, Inc., Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 

Tue Consumer’s Viewpornt on Hich Fiwetiry 
Donald M. Berk, Consumers’ Research, Inc., Washington, N. J. 

Evaruatinc “Hi-Fr” Components ror THE ConsuMER 
Fe NO a ee Wee ee ee ee ee 

Saturday Afternoon—October 15, 1955 

Avupio EqurpmMeNtT—1:30 P. M. 

Chairman: F. V. Hunt 

Cruft Laboratory, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. 

Mecuanicat Crossover CHARACTERISTICS IN Duat-D1apHracm Loup- 
SPEAKERS 

Abraham B. Cohen, University Loudspeakers, Inc., White Plains, N. Y. 

Tweeter Desicn CONSIDERATIONS 
George W. Sioles, University Loudspeakers, Inc., White Plains, N. Y. 

Conversion Errictency is “Hi-Fr” Loupspeakers 

Saul J. White, Racon Electric Co., New York, N. Y. 

MEASUREMENT AND Ratinc oF LoupsPeAKEer CHARACTERISTICS 
Peter D. Collings-Wells, Goodmans Industries, Ltd., Wembley, Mid- 

diesex, England 

Macnetic Pickups AND Proper PLaysack EQUALIZATION 

Walter O. Stanton, Pickering & Company, Inc., Oceanside, L. L., N. Y. 

A D’ArsonvaL Movement, Exvectrropynamic Pronocrarn CARTRIDGE 
}. 3 ee, ee ee eee 

Tue Rapiat Tore Arm—A New Pmowocearmic Picxur Susrenssow 
H. E. Roys, Radio Corporation of America and E. E. Masterson, 
ewe Division, Remington Rand, Inc., Philadelphia, 
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Grateful thanks of the Audio Engineering Society are hereby extended 

to the following organizations which, as sustaining members of the Society, 

help make this publication possible. These organizations are: 

Artec LaNnsINGc CorPoraTION 

Ampex CorporaTION 

Avupio Devices, INc. 

Avpio 

Avupio & Vivzo Propucts CorporaTIon 

Beit Sounp Systems, INc. 

BerLaNt CONCERTONE, Aupio Division 

or AMERICAN ELECTRONICS, INC. 

Davi Bocen Co., INc. 

British INpustRIES CORPORATION 

Capito. Recorps, Inc. 

Cotumsia Recorps, INc. 

CoMPONENTS CORPORATION 

Tue Daven Company 

DictaPHONE CorPOoRATION 

GorHaM ReEcorpiING CorPoRATION 

Harvey Rapio Company, INc. 

Hic Fiveriry 

McINtosH Lasporatory, INc. 

MEASUREMENTS CORPORATION 

PERMOFLUX CORPORATION 

Pickertnc & Company, INc. 

Presto RecorpinG CorPoraTION 

Reeves Sounp Srupios, Inc. 

Reeves SOUNDCRAFT CorPORATION 

Recency Division or I.D.E.A., Inc. 

Rex-O-Kut Company 
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